
By: Salma Ismail

SANA’A, June 7 – Although Yemen’s
oil revenues witnessed a 75 percent
drop in the first three months of 2009 as
crude prices weakened, revenues are
expected to rise again because of the
global increase in oil prices.

Yemen’s oil revenues fell to USD
365.1 million in the first quarter, com-
pared to USD 1.46 billion the year ear-
lier, according to a report by the Central
Bank of Yemen.

Revenues in the first quarter of 2009
declined to USD 254.8 million, from
USD 998.8 million during the same
period last year, according to the report.

Yemen is a small oil producer that
exports around 200,000 barrels per day,

exactly 2 percent of the estimated 10
million barrels exported daily by Saudi
Arabia, key player in the Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC).

In Yemen, income from oil produc-
tion constitutes 70 to 75 percent of gov-
ernment revenue and about 90 percent
of its exports.

As Yemen is not a member of the
OPEC, the country does not have the
same power that OPEC members enjoy
in setting oil prices as a result of their
collective strength.

OPEC member countries are Algeria,
Angola, Ecuador, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait,
Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela.

Trends indicate that oil prices are on

the rise from the beginning of the year
when a barrel was around USD 35. The
price of oil now stands at USD 70 a bar-
rel: “When oil prices go up this should
reflect positively on the citizen in
Yemen,” says Dr. Mohamed Jibran,
Professor of Economics at Sana’a
University.

“Rising oil prices have a double
whammy effect on the economy. On
one hand revenues for the country will
go up, while on the other the price of
our imports will increase,” said Saif Al-
Asali, a former Yemeni Minister of
Finance, pointing out that Yemen
imports up to 90 percent of its food.

“The problem in Yemen is not the oil;
it’s the mismanagement of funds that
affects the ordinary person,” said Al-
Asali. “It is the corruption that is eating
at the economy, not the global financial
crisis nor the price of oil.”

“In the second quarter revenues will
not drop so drastically, because there’s
a pattern of oil prices increasing,” he
predicts.

However, Nabil Al- Muntasir, deputy
assistant of the Central Bank of Yemen
argues that ordinary Yemenis are bene-
fiting from oil revenues: “Infrastructure
is improving, development projects are
underway,” he says. “Moreover,
because of the oil subsidies, the fluctu-
ation in oil prices is not affecting the
Yemeni that fills up his car every morn-
ing.”

Al-Muntasir also expects prices to go
up: “We cannot be sure when it will
happen but eventually it will, analysts
say by 2010,” he adds.

Yemen’s has a population of 23 mil-
lion people, almost equal to that of
Saudi Arabia. Almost 35 percent live in
poverty, and the population is expected
to double by 2035. Yemen’s poor were
hard hit by a 60 percent spike in world
food prices in 2007-8.

“The government has got its spend-
ing all wrong,” Al-Asali laments. “They
buy unnecessary military equipment,

build hospitals that have no doctors,
schools with no teachers and roads that
lead to nowhere.”

Oil prices have been soaring for
months despite a massive surplus of
petroleum and natural gas: “If the price
of oil continues to rise, this should
impact positively for Yemen,” he says.
“However the government does not
have a plan to place the revenues in a
development fund.”

“Between 2004 and 2008, Yemen’s
revenues from oil amounted to 13 mil-
lion dollars,” Economics professor
Mohamed Jibran said. He explained
that the money wasn’t put to use to ben-
efit the citizens.

“When there is surplus, the govern-
ment spends it, rather than placing it in
a fund, he adds. “The government
splurged on unnecessary military
spending.”

Yemen’s economy is highly depend-
ent on oil production, with the coun-
try’s oil exports accounting 33 percent
of gross domestic product (GDP).

When Yemen’s GDP grew by about
4.4 percent during 2008, up from 4.2
percent during the previous year, the
World Bank called this “disappoint-
ing,” given high world oil prices in the
year’s first nine months.

In 2006, around 240,000 barrels per
day of oil were exported, primarily to
Asian markets, including China, India,
and Thailand. Recent high oil prices
have increased Yemen’s hard currency

receipts and remittances from Yemeni
workers in other Gulf countries.

As Yemen is a small oil producer and
does not belong to the OPEC, unlike
many regional oil producers, it relies
heavily on foreign oil companies that
have production-sharing agreements
with the government.

The World Bank predicts that non-
OPEC Yemen’s oil and gas revenues
will plummet over the next two years
and fall to zero by 2017 as supplies run
out. When this happens the country will
fall into chaos as tribes scramble for
resources.

The UK’s Royal Institute for
International Affairs warns that insta-
bility could expand a zone of lawless-
ness from northern Kenya to Saudi
Arabia.
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After 75 percent slump, Yemeni oil revenues expected to rise

Oil's rapid rise to USD 70 a barrel points towards a repeat of last year's rollercoaster. Prices have risen by more than
50 percent since the start of the year and have more than doubled since mid-February. This time last year, prices were
up just 33 percent from the year before.

Brent-Europe Spot Prices ($/Barrel)
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By: Mohammed Bin Sallam

SA’ADA, June 7—Tribal leaders in the
Sa’ada governorate said that the securi-
ty situation is worrying and that most
citizens, particularly those living in
tense areas, are preparing to leave their
houses and look for safe shelters. 

Sources said people became fearful
when they saw the daily mobilization
of the Yemeni military.  Soldiers
moved into new sites, set up Catoosa
rockets, bombardiers, and artillery, as
well as mobilizing tanks in many areas. 

Sheikh Saleh Habra, a representative
of Abdul Malek Al-Houthi’s office,
said that army forces are conducting
unprecedented mobilizations in several
areas, in a phone interview.  He also
told the Yemen Times that Houthis
have information confirming that the
Ministry of Defense is recruiting tens
of thousands of youths from different
governorates and training them prima-
rily in Al-Dhuha camp located in Bajel
city in the Hudieda governorate. He
said that the ministry is gathering a
number of professional military affili-
ates, such as the special forces of the
Republican Guard, in Al-Obli, an area
east of Sa’ada and providing them with
heavy weaponry, including Catoosa
rockets, artillery and modern tanks.

“We learned that the political leader-
ship is seriously preparing to launch a
sixth war and that it gave directions to
conduct a huge mobilization of forces
and have imported military equip-
ment,” said Habra. “Some of these
forces have already started launching
artillery shells in intervals against a
number of areas, including civilian
plantations and safe villages in the

Asfal Marran area. Farmers are no
longer able to go to their plantations, in
fear of the sudden and repeated attacks
that government’s forces launch in
order to force citizens to stay in their
homes and hideouts.” 

Concerning humanitarian issues,
Habra said that the situation is com-
pletely disastrous and that it is now
worsening because people cannot shop
or go to work. He said that much
humanitarian aid hasn’t  reached the
devastated areas since the beginning of
the war in 2004, because government
bodies have been seizing the aid and
distributing  it to people not affected by
the war. The rest of its is put into gov-

ernment stores. 
Habra also said that “what the offi-

cial media reports about Sa’ada recon-
struction is baseless, as construction
takes place only in the public facilities
and in areas that were not affected by
the war.” 

Similarly, a detailed report issued by
Al-Houthi’s office and published on
the Houthi Web site said that after the
fifth war in Sa’ada was over according
to media reports, the military continued
raids, violating the decision that ended
the war.

The report said that between July 7,
2008, when President Ali Abdulla
Saleh announced the end of the war

and March 9, 2009, over 85 citizens
were killed as a result of security and
military violations by the army and
tribal militias supported by the govern-
ment. 

In addition, the report said, “The
government still refuses to release
detainees, practices psychological and
physical torture on them, and refuses to
disclose the fate of the missing. The
government also continues its racist
initiatives against people’s culture and
thought, and kills and arrests people
who celebrate any religious occasion.” 

Concerning the compensation of
people whose houses and plantations
were destroyed due to war, the report
said that “the government is putting off
compensating people for the damage
that befell them as a result of excess
use of force. The government imposes
a complete siege on intellectual free-
dom and people’s beliefs. It occupies
mosques, schools and scientific cen-
ters, spreads racist and sectarian
brochures that reject any recognition of
any intellectual freedom, and aim to
change the people’s religious and cul-
tural identity to suit the government
and serves its initiatives.”

“The government still aims to
foment the situation through its aggres-
sive practices, recruiting youths in the
governorate, supporting them lavishly,
protecting them and arming them to
commit assassinations and provoke the
situation.”

Al-Houthi said that due to military
mobilizations in Razeh district, “it is
clear that there is a dangerous aim
against Razeh area to make it spark the
war,” 

In a related context, unreliable media

sources said that Houthis have recently
aimed at expanding their influence
toward Midi district, a coastal area in
the Hajja governorate.

The sources said that Houthis fol-
lowing a new tactic by expanding to
areas west of Razeh, and controlling
areas that lead to Shada district as well
as blocking the Sa’ada-Razeh-Shada
road. 

They added that Houthis aim to con-
trol Midi area because it would provide
them with a maritime supply line.
Houthis have been purchasing impor-
tant lands in Midi and Wadi Haradh
since the beginning of this year.

In a related event, the Criminal
Court specialized in terrorism issues
began hearings last Saturday, trying 12
Houthis on charges of planning to mur-
der senior officials in the army, form-
ing an armed gang and resisting securi-
ty soldiers. 

The accused denied the charges and
chanted “Death for the US and Israel!”
during the hearing. Another 99 individ-
uals have been transferred to the court
in separate groups and 100 more have
been in detention for a year. 

The prosecution and the accused
revealed that the ideology expressed in
the court reflected information dissem-
inated through CDs, handouts, and
documentaries about the Iranian revo-
lution, which Abdul Malek Al-Houthi
distributed among them. The accused
denied all the charges, and rejected the
procedures, maintaining that they are
war prisoners. 

The 12 Houthis are the ninth group
to be tried on charges of being involved
in an armed group and killing security
soldiers. Including these suspects, 111

Houthi supporters have been charged
for similar offenses since April 2009. 

A representative of the Attorney
General told the jury last Saturday that
1200 Houthi loyalists resisted the gov-
ernment in Bani Hushaish. Up to 900
of them hail from Sa’ada and the others
from Bani Hushaish. 

Judge Radwan Al-Namer, head of
the court, decided to continue the sec-
ond hearing of the ninth group on June
20 to enable the attorney general to
read the statements of the accused. The
judge also ordered medical reports to
be produced about two of the accused,
who claim they are under 16-years-old. 

This trial comes at a time when there
are increasing tensions in Sa’ada, con-
frontations between tribesmen who
support the government and Houthi
supporters, and exchanges of accusa-
tions between Houthis and the govern-
ment about those confrontations. 

Sa’ada Jews also complain
Jewish citizens who left their homes

in Sa’ada and moved to Sana’a during
the fifth war appealed to Saleh in an
urgent letter intended to move the gov-
ernment to compensate them for the
damage that befell their property due to
Sa’ada war. 

“We ask you re-consider demands
the Compensation Committee neglect-
ed, and compensate us as soon as pos-
sible in the name of justice,” said the
message.  

Rabbi Yahya Yusuf who represents
64 Jewish citizens who now live in
Tourist City in Sana’a attached many
complaints, documenting what Jewish
citizens had already reported to the
government concerning reconstruction
and compensation. 

Security examining vehicles at checkpoint on the outskirts of Sana’a.
Political tension between the state and Houthi rebellion has caused to both
government and Houthi militants to line up armed groups in anticipation of
a potential war after almost a year of ceasefire.
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By: Ali Saeed

SANA'A, June 7 — Yemeni mango
producers and exporters have suffered
great economic loss, after new Saudi
regulations for all Yemeni agricultural
exports since last April.  

“Small farmers have lost an estimat-
ed YR 10 million and large-scale farm-
ers up to YR 30 million,” said a recent
survey by the Studies and Economic
Media Center (SEMC).

New Saudi regulations include
imposing a SR 2,000 [YR 100,000 ]
fee on every truckload of mangoes
entering the country, and forcing
Yemeni exporters to unload their prod-
ucts onto Saudi trucks, according to
SEMC.

At customs on the Al-Tiwal border
crossing with Saudi Arabia, either
Yemeni mangoes are inspected and
reloaded onto Saudi trucks to enter the
Saudi or foreign markets, or, if
exporters cannot pay the fees, they are
turned back at the border to flood the
local market.

Yemeni exporters have complained
that extensive custom inspections
increase the expense of running their
refrigerator trucks, and lead to man-
goes rotting as they wait at the border. 

Those mangoes that do make it to

Saudi Arabia are overly ripe and can
only be sold very cheap: “This year one
kilo of mangoes costs SR 1 in the Saudi
markets, whereas last year one kilo was
sold for SR 3,” said Mustafa Nasr,
chairman of SEMC.

In the local market, as mango supply
by far exceeds demand, a 20-kilo bas-
ket of good mangoes now costs YR
800, up to 60 percent less than last
year. Whether they eventually sell their
mangoes in Yemen or abroad, Yemeni
mango growers are losing money.

Many farmers are reconsidering
whether to grow mangoes at all, and
some have already cut down their
mango trees in Al-Mahwit governorate. 

The SEMC on Thursday sent a letter
to the Yemeni-Saudi joint technical
committee discussing the matter this
week in Sana'a to find urgent solutions
to enable Yemeni agricultural exports
to transit through Saudi Arabia to other
Arab markets.

Saudi Deputy Minister of Industry
and Trade Abdullah Al-Hamoodi on
Saturday has told the Yemeni press that
a Saudi agricultural team would visit
Yemen soon to allow the Yemeni agri-
cultural exports to re-enter Saudi mar-
kets.

However, Nasr has said that he is
pessimistic about the meeting, which

he called, "a routine meeting  that will
not have any practical consequences on
the ground."

“How many times have they held
meetings only to find that recommen-
dations from previous meeting have
not been implemented!” he said.

“If they are serious about solving the
problems of Yemeni agricultural
exports, they should meet with the
Yemeni farmers and exporters who
have suffered so much from the tough
Saudi restrictions,” suggested Nasr.

“Why don't they meet in Haradh
[border crossing] to listen to mango
farmers and see how much they lose,
instead of holding meeting in the capi-
tals of their two countries far away
from reality?” he asked.

More agricultural land is dedicated
to growing mangoes in Yemen than
anywhere else in the Middle East, with
over two million mango trees, accord-
ing to General Authority for
Agriculture Development, but the lat-
est Saudi regulations have frustrated
their growers.

Last month, the Saudi authorities
halted around 1,200 Yemeni truckloads
of agricultural products at the Saudi
Arabian border of Al-Tiwal, causing a
great loss to both Yemeni farmers and
exporters.

Although agricultural exports were
expected to be an alternative source of
national revenue after the drop in oil
prices and the threat of depletion of
Yemeni oil reserves, it is not much
given any encouragement or strategy.

Mango juice factories could save
farmers
One way to rescue Yemeni mango
farmers would be to use their produce
in local mango juice factories, instead
of these importing mango pulp, sug-
gested Nasr. Such a solution would not
only support struggling mango farm-
ers, but also boost Yemen's economy. 

“Yemeni mango juice companies
tend to import mango pulp from
abroad, when they should be buying up
local mangoes,” he said, explaining
that, with the Saudi issue, Yemeni
mango pulp is now cheaper than that
imported from India, for example.

“Seeking the best deal, Yemeni
mango juice factories import bad
mango pulp from outside," he contin-
ued. "Sometimes it is even rotting, as
in the case of the huge quantities
recently seized in Hodeida by the
Yemen Standardization and Quality
Control Organization.” 

Mango production in Yemen is on
the rise, since in 2008 mango produc-

tion reached 375,000 tons, 6,000 more
tons than in 2007, according to statis-
tics by the General Authority for
Agricultural Development.

Land used to grow mangoes has
simultaneously risen to 25,000
hectares in recent years, in a 1,000
hectare increase compared to the previ-
ous period.

Hodeida, Hajja, and Taiz are the

main centers of mango plantation in
Yemen, according to official statistics,
representing 93 percent of the surface
area dedicated to mango cultivation in
the whole country.

Hodeida and Hajja produce 45 and
44 percent of the country's mangoes
respectively. Taiz makes a modest con-
tribution with 4 percent of the country's
mangoes.

Mango producers lose millions of Yemeni rials

By: Khaled Al-Hilaly

SANA'A, June 7 — A week after the
government destroyed the house that
once belonged to the father of the man
suspected of killing Dr. Derhim Al-
Qadasi's, the criminal court is expected
to decide whether or not it has the juris-
diction to prosecute on Monday. The
case has been pending since March.

Al-Qadasi was attacked in December
2008 while on duty at the University of
Science and Technology Hospital by a
group of 18 armed tribesmen, according
to witnesses and hospital video.  The
mob including the son of an 85-year-old
patient, Nasser Al-Malflahi, that had
recently died in the doctor’s care. 

Nasser Al-Malflahi’s sons, Yusif and
Tawfeeq Al-Maflahi are suspected of
murdering Al-Qadasi.  Security forces
in the Al-Baida governorate destroyed
the family home last Thursday. 

The bombing came after President
Ali Abdullah Saleh gave instructions to
government officials in Al-Baida to
arrest the men suspected of killing Al-

Qadasi. This came during his visit to
Taiz, which is the hometown of the Al-
Qadasi family.

But some believe that the government
went too far by bombing the house.

"There was no reason to destroy

Nasser Al-Maflahi's house," said
Abdulqawi Al-Qadasi, brother of the
murdered doctor. "We don't know why
the government did this and we don't
accept it at all because our rival is not
the house. We only need the suspects to

be handed over to justice."
Of the seven suspects, two brothers,

Yusif and Tawfeeq Al-Maflahi, face
charges of murder. The other five are
charged with crimes related to the mur-
der. They are accused of facilitating
entry into the hospital, standing by as
the murder was committed, and assist-
ing in the brothers' escape.

Yemen Observatory for Human
Rights (YOHR) has condemned the
destruction of Al-Maflahi's house,
describing it as "irresponsible action
against human rights that doesn’t lead to
justice or help the victim." 

The punishment carried out by the
security forces was illegal, violent and
cruel against innocent people, according
to the YOHR Web site, which also said
that "this crime does make citizens feel
the state is useful and fair but it incites
tensions and encourages the violence.”

Members of Al-Maflahi tribe living
abroad in Gulf countries issued a state-
ment addressing the president, physi-
cians and people of Taiz. It condemns
the killing of Al-Qadasi and is sympa-

thetic and supportive of the victim's
family.

They renewed their declaration that
they are not protecting or sheltering the
suspect, and expressed their desire to
cooperate with authorities in order to
arrest him. 

They said the crime was an individual
act, and stressed the importance of not
treating all the Al-Maflahi's as suspects.
They also asked authorities to arrest the
suspect legally, and noted the suspects
have yet to collect the body of their
father. 

"A person who dares to kill a human
being which is forbidden by God, will
not care about others," the statement
noted "He who leaves his dead father
for hundred days in the hospital's refrig-
erator will never worry if his complete
clan or city goes to prison." 

The dead Maflahi remains in the hos-
pital morgue, and some family members
said the hospital refused family mem-
bers attempts to collect the body.  

Since the December 2008 killing, the
Al-Qadasi 's family, colleagues, doctors,

friends and human rights activists, hold
peaceful protests every Tuesday in front
of the Cabinet in Sana'a and in front of
the governor’s office in Taiz. They want
the government to arrest the suspected
killers. 

Sons and relatives of Nasser Al-
Maflahi stormed into the hospital, over-
powering unarmed security to murder
Al-Qadasi after being informed of their
father's death, according to analyses of
hospital video. 

Witness who were later arrested in
connection with the crime said that
Tawfiq Al-Maflahi pinned down Dr. Al-
Qadasi while his brother Yusif stabbed
the latter in the back causing injuries
that lead to his death, 

Al-Qadasi died three weeks later,
sparking nationwide protests and dis-
plays of solidarity. 

In March the Primary Penal Court in
Sana'a started its trial of seven suspects
involved in the murder.  Three of them
are still at large, including Yusif Al-
Maflahi, who is suspected of stabbing
Al-Qadasi.

Government bombs family home of suspected murderers
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In the local market, as mango supply by far exceeds demand, a 20-kilo bas-
ket of good mangoes now costs YR 800, up to 60 percent less than last year. 

Amid apprehensions of a potential sixth war, military 
mobilizations, Houthi expansion toward coast
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Sana’a
Children, teenagers most smokers  

Yemen has been ranked second in the
Arab World on smoking, with a WHO
report saying that Yemenis smoke 604
billion cigarettes per year, at a total cost
of YER 21.5 billion. 

While 77 percent of the Yemeni men
and 29 percent of women smoke, 3.4
million out of a total population of 22
million, children and teenagers repre-
sent a high percent of smokers in the
country. 

According to a study conducted by
the National Program for Combating
Smoking, 29 percent of the total rate of
Yemeni smokers are young people, aged
17-24, mostly high school students. 

The study also noted that the rate of
primary school smokers reached 19 per-
cent, with the WHO urging the authori-
ties to fight tobacco advertising, which
is deemed one of the key reasons for
driving teens and young people in the
country towards passive smoking. 

Tunisia was top and Lebanon led the
rest countries in the region with highest
rates of smoking. 

The announcement came as the World
celebrated 'No Tobacco Day', May 31. 

Yemen, WB discuss agriculture proj-
ects follow-up mechanism

Minister of Agriculture and Irrigation
Mansour al-Hawshabi discussed here on
Monday with Director of WB
Sustainable Development Sector mech-
anisms of following up the current agri-
culture project funded by WB in Yemen. 

Both sides briefed the implementation
process funded by the WB in the areas
of agriculture and irrigation in Yemen as
well as the obstacles facing the imple-
mentation process to find appropriate
solutions. 

The talks dealt with the role of World
Bank to support the development
process in Yemen, particularly the agri-
culture sector. 

AMRAN
Yemeni, German joint 
cooperation discussed

AMRAN, June 01 (Saba)- Amran gov-
ernor Kahlan Abu-Shawareb discussed
on Monday with the German ambassa-
dor to Yemen Michael Klor-Berchtold
the German support for the governorate
in education, health and water fields. 

Abu-Shawareb made reference to the
German support, topped by the GTZ's 

grant for the health and water fields. 
He said that Amran is supported by

Germany, particularity in the health
field, calling to keep on the support for
the governorate, especially to complete
the sanitation net of Amran city. 

For his part, the German diplomat
said "our objectives during coming
years in Amran is to provide a safe
drinking water, briefing that Germany is
focusing on the water field in the gover-

norate.

TAIZ
Yemen Navy Offers Help after
Pirates Get Onboard Tanker

Yemen's navy rushed after a Filipino-
flagged oil tanker sent a distress call
when it was about 15 nautical miles off
the Makha port in the Red Sea. 

Arriving at the tanker site, Yemeni
marines were informed that two pirate
boats were trying to hijack the tanker. 

"Two boats fired at us and then four
pirates got onboard," the crew said,
adding the pirates stayed for a while
aboard the tanker before they returned to
their boats. 

However, the pirates remained a mile
and half away from the ship after they
left it, the Interior Ministry's
Information Center cited the crew as
saying. 

And later, the tanker continued its
voyage for the Swiss Channel, when the
crew made sure that the pirates have
been lost, the police said, affirming
measures to help it reach its destination
peacefully were ongoing. 

In Lahj, the police captured six people
in the district of Qabaita after finding
explosives with them, the Interior
Ministry said Monday. 

The police collected explosives
including 70 bags of dynamite, each bag
is 25 kg, as well as 76 explosive belts,
each is as 250 meter as long, and 310
detonators, from the houses of the
arrestees who lived in the city of Rahida. 

The arrested were smugglers, the
police said, adding a seventh person
involved in smuggling the explosives is
still at large. 

A hunt has been launched for him, the
police added. 

In recent years, pirates have stepped
up their attacks against merchants pass-
ing along one of the world's busiest
waterways where about 20.000 ships
pass a year off Somalia. 

The attacks have drawn the world's
attention, prompting states such as the
US, the EU and asian states including
China and Japan as well as Russia to
send anti-piracy ships to the pirate-
plagued Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea. 

Last year and during the first quarter
of this year more than 120 vessels have
been attacked, with Somali pirates
demanding ransoms for what they
already seized. 

Since the anti-pirate ships arrived in
the region, many pirate attacks have
been foiled and many pirates arrested. 

MAHRAH
UNOPS explains rural development

project 
Mahrah governor Ai Khawdam briefed
on Monday with Oversight Mission of
the United Nations Office for Project
Services (UNOPS) on the development
role of rural project in Mahrah province. 

During the meeting, Khawdam
affirmed that the rural communities
have benefited at 50 per cent of the serv-
ice provided by the rural development
project, noting the importance of imple-
menting the 2nd phase of the rural proj-
ect to present its services to people. 

Mahrah governor praised the manage-
ment of rural development project and
mission oversight of UNOPS for their
exerted efforts to support development
process in the country.

RIYADH 
Saudi Arabia stands with Yemen

Unity, says al-Qirbi
Foreign Minister Abu Bakr al-Qirbi has
affirmed that Saudi Arabia is standing
with the unity of Yemen and always sup-
ports the constructive attitudes that
serves the historical relations and ties of
the two brotherly countries. 

The minister said, in a statement pub-
lished Al-Riyadh newspaper on
Monday, that Yemen government will
not allow to turn Yemen into another
Somalia or Iraq, criticizing those who
say the government neglects the south-
ern provinces and exclude them from
development. 

The government will work to solve
many problems and differences that
exist in accordance with a mechanism of
a constructive dialogue to ensure the
sovereignty and unity of Yemen, the
minster added. 

He also accused Yemeni elements liv-
ing abroad of financing these acts of
sabotage, affirming that the initiative put
forward by President Ali Abdullah Saleh
for the reconciliation put the responsi-
bility at the level of each province. 

The minister praised attitudes of the
Gulf in supporting Yemen unity and sta-
bility, considering this attitude is due the
special relationship that ties Yemen with
GCC states. 

ADEN
Over 40,000 metric tons of diesel

unloaded in Aden port
Around 42,000 metric tons of diesel
were unloaded on Monday in Aden
refinery port coming from one of the
Singaporean ports.

The whole shipment will be distrib-
uted to all gas stations and seaports in
the country.

On the other hand, three container
ships from different nationalities
unloaded 872 containers of various
goods for local consumption.

The three ships carried 37 containers
containing local products of frozen fish,
sweets, milk and biscuit.

Awareness course on dangers of
AIDS started

An awareness educational course on the
dangers of HIV infection (AIDS) started
Monday in Aden governorate. 

The course, which is financed by the

Social Welfare Fund (SWF) in coopera-
tion with the Joint United Nations
Program on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and
UNICEF, targets 27 women. 

The five-day course aims to deliver
awareness and educational lectures to
the participants dealing with modern
ways and means to combat this disease. 

The course focuses on aspects of
awareness, education and health promo-
tion among members of the family and
the society as well as avoiding erro-
neous behaviors. 

A number of films showing transmis-
sion of the disease and ways to combat
are also part of the course.

MAREB 
Tens of Ethiopian refugees arrested 

Police in Mareb governorate have
arrested 71 Ethiopians had entered
Yemen illegally.

The Interior Ministry said that the
policemen arrested the Ethiopians in
three cars, while they were in their way
to an adjacent country.

The security authorities captured the
Ethiopians, the drivers along with their
cars to complete the legal procedures.

MUKALLA
VP inaugurates sub-conference of

local authority in Hadramout
Vice President Abdu Rabo Mansour
Hadi inaugurated here on Monday the
sub-conference of local authority in
eastern governorate of Hadramout.

The two-day conference will deal
with issues and topics related to the
development fields at various levels.

Furthermore, the conference will dis-
cuss issues that concern Hadramout's
people to serve the development and to
perpetuate the democratic process and
social and security stability on the way
to realize broad-power local gover-
nance.

HADRAMOUT
Two convicts killed as Gunmen help

Yemeni inmates escape 
Two Yemeni convicts were killed and
one was injured, shortly after the Court
of Appeals in Yemen's western province
of Hadramout delivered a verdict in the
case of inmates convicted for murders
on Sunday. 

A fourth prisoner managed to escape
jail after a prisoner truck carrying the

inmates, which was parked at the court
gate, came under heavy gunfire by
masked gunmen. 

The incident took place at 11: 00 am,
eyewitnesses told the media. 

The masked gunmen were of the tribe
of the inmates and wanted to release
them after the court ruling against them. 

The security forces were confused
and did not expect the shootings as help-
ing convicts escape is uncommon in
Yemen. As a result a soldier was wound-
ed. 

Heavy gunfire was produced by the
masked gunmen, in an effort to clear the
area for the escape of the convicts. 

Noteworthy, the prisoners were found
guilty of murders during clashes

between their tribe and another tribe in
the area. 

The police have said that the two
tribes have been fighting for years with
lives of the people claimed and other
losses caused. 

Meanwhile, one of the attackers from
the Bani Suwaidan tribe was seized
along with two cars belonging to people
of the tribe, the police said. 

In north, A Yemeni soldier has shot
dead one of his colleagues, local offi-
cials have said. 

Secretary General of the Local
Authority Council said the assailant suf-
fers from a mental illness. 

He comes from another province,
Taiz, while the victim was from Hajjah.
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Qatar Foundation Announces WISE

Awards 2009 
Application Deadline: July 15, 2009 
Qatar Foundation invites applications
for the WISE Awards 2009 to support
outstanding practice and achievements
within the themes of Pluralism,
Sustainability and Innovation in educa-
tion. Two prizes will be awarded for
each of these three themes. 

Each of the six laureates will receive
a WISE Prize Award of $20,000 at the
Gala Dinner on November 17, 2009.
Laureates will also be given the oppor-
tunity to showcase their projects during
the WISE Forum. 

The WISE Awards application
process is open to individuals or teams
of individuals from across the world and
in all education sectors, to be supported
by a letter of endorsement from senior
management of their organization. 

Laureates will be selected by a pre-
jury then by an international jury con-
sisting of 10 of the world’s leading
experts in pluralism, sustainability and
innovation in education, drawn from
public institutions, civil society, the pri-
vate sector, international organizations,
universities and social entrepreneurs. 

Applications should be submitted on
the official application form download-
able from the website with a closing
date of July 15, 2009. No late applica-
tions will be considered. 45 Finalists
will be announced by August 31, 2009. 

To submit, follow the instructions at
www.wise-qatar.org/en/submission. 

Journalist award
From 6th April to 15th July 2009, jour-
nalists nationals of the 43 countries of
the Union for the Mediterranean are
invited to participate in the
Mediterranean Journalist Award.

The Award is the leading region-wide
prize for journalists reporting across
cultures and on issues of cultural diver-
sity, with winning journalistic works
chosen by an international jury of lead-
ing intellectuals and media experts.

For the 2009 edition, the award cate-
gories are: (1) Award for Printed
Articles; (2) Award for Online Blogs;
(3) Award for Radio Productions; (4)
Award for Television Productions; (5)
Special Recognition for Conflict
Reporting.

The ‘Special Recognition for Conflict
Reporting’ has been included for the
2009 edition in the aftermath of Gaza
and the events which impacted on the
Mediterranean region at the start of the
year, in recognition of the challenge
journalists face in reporting on conflict.

Annual winners of the Mediterranean
Journalist Award gain the opportunity to
receive recognition at an international
awarding ceremony, participate in a
high profile regional reporting tour and
receive a cash prize for their journalistic
works.

To get involved in the Journalist
Award 2009, you can submit a journal-
istic item related to one of the five cate-
gories which was published between 1st
January 2008 and 15th July 2009.

Documents can be submitted elec-
tronically by filling in the online appli-
c a t i o n
form<http://www.euromedalex.org/jour
nalist-award/application> and attaching
the documents or you can print out the
form and send it by courier mail to the
following address:

AAmong the activ-
ities of its 21
day social serv-
ices campaign,
MTN had

recently organized an envi-
ronmental awareness cam-
paign at Sana’a old city. The
event included an educational session
on cleanliness, hygiene in the streets
and in the Great Mosque. When the
volunteers concluded their work, they
gifted the Mosque’s personnel a num-
ber of vacuum cleaners, brooms and
other cleaning tools.

Before starting the event, the repre-
sentative of the historical cities pres-
entation authority Ahmed Al-Wareth

thanked MTN for its
social contribution
especially in the envi-
ronmental and city
maintenance context
and called on other
companies in the pri-
vate sector to follow
suit. Ahmed Raed

MTN Yemen’s executive director
explained the purpose of this event
and added that the campaign is still
ongoing and would include health,
sports, cultural, educational a social
events. And that soon the company
volunteers will help in paving
grounds in the parks, trimming trees
and paining some of the schools.

Environment awareness 
campaign at the old city
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By: Firas Shamsan 
For the Yemen Times 

IIt is the distance between three
equal dangers, either to drown,
become a hostage in the hands
of a pirate, or to be the target of
the international maritime

forces.   
The burning sun is no longer the

biggest concern of Yemeni fishermen
who everyday tackle the waves with
their ancient wooden boats. The sun
which burns their complexion guides
them every morning toward the sea,
the only source of their livelihood.

The real danger consists in 180 mar-
itime mile which separates the Gulf of
Aden from the Somali coast where
piracy is on the rise against both inter-
national trade ships and small Yemeni
fishing boats.

Recently, Yemeni fishermen have
made national and international  head-
lines as victims of the international
maritime forces, who claimed that they
suspected that the Yemeni fishermen's
boats belonged to pirates.

But how did Yemeni fishermen
become pirates? The answer was dis-
closed by the fishermen themselves,
who explained that many times they
have been kidnapped by Somalis
pirates, who use the fishing boats to
attack commercial ships. 

Khaled Omar, the senior assistant of
the captain on a fishing boat carrying
about eight  fishermen, explained that
pirates usually use a nine meter-long
fiberglass boat. 

"Each fiberglass boat carries  eight
pirates armed with machine guns and
rocket-propelled grenades," said
Omar. "The fiberglass boats  are very
small compared with the ships they
seize, so pirates seize the Yemeni fish-
ing boats to use them in piracy."

According to Omar, the pirates take
the Yemeni fishermen hostage, forcing
them to wander the sea using their
boats until they achieve their goal. The
pirates then released the Yemenis after
having held them captive for hours or

even days.  
"During this time, the pirates threat-

en the fishermen with death if they
refuse to carry out their orders," said
Omar. 

Official reports say that nine Yemeni
fishing boats have been seized by
pirates in the Gulf of Aden since the
beginning of 2009.

Yemeni fishermen are accustomed
to moving in the regional water to fish
in a "nakhoda," a medium-sized fish-
ing boat. These boats cost YR 5-15
million each, which fishermen pay to
obtain a livelihood.

Based on the season, fishing ground
changes from Yemeni regional waters
to the border with Somali waters. They
seek out areas where the catch is best.
Nowadays, the best fishing spot is in
the Gulf of Aden where they can find
shark. 

However, Omar confirmed that the

threats of pirates have prompted many
fishermen to refrain from fishing as
pirates use them as human shields and
their boats to seize large commercial
ships. 

“We are not allowed to carry arms at
sea,” Said Omar. “If the government
finds any weapons with us on board, it
prevents us from working for at least
three months and we are fined YR 1
million. But as our boats are not bullet
–proof, a single bullet can cause the
boat to sink.”

Fishermen demand that the govern-
ment allow them take weapons with
them to defend themselves against
pirate attacks. They say that these
demands came after they lost hope that
Yemeni Coast Patrol Authority would
be able to protect them while fishing in
Yemeni regional waters. However,
Yemeni maritime laws don’t allow
fishermen to carry weapons and those

who violate the law are subjected to
imprisonment and fined.

Asked whether pirates the routes
and schedule of the targeted ships,
Omar said that some Somali reports
said that there is a network of spies
who watch the movement of the tar-
geted ships. 

A Kenya-based maritime organiza-
tion has estimated the number of
pirates up and down the Somali coast
at about 3,200 individuals in three
groups. 

Most of them worked in the Somali
Coast Patrol Authority in the past. In
addition, a number of Eritrean pirates
are also present in the regional waters
off the Somali coasts. Most pirates are
stationed in Puntland, a semi-inde-
pendent region in northeast Somalia,
where the port of Ail reportedly the
main stronghold of pirates. 

Pirates not the only threat 
Last May, local newspapers  reported
that six Yemeni fishermen were killed
and several others injured in when two
Yemeni boats were separately hit by
international forces on suspicion of
being pirates. 

"We receive complaints from fisher-
men saying that they were insulted by
the international forces who searched
their boats, took their mobile phones
and other equipment." said a source in
the Yemeni coastguards. "Some of
them saying that they even were beat-
en by these soldiers."         

In a report released last December,
the United Nations (UN) group moni-
toring the 1992 arms embargo on
Somalia included a paragraph on pira-
cy, alluding to the growing financial
ties between Somali pirates and crimi-
nal entrepreneurs in Yemen.   

The UN report said the NATO

Shipping Center had identified five
ports along the Yemeni coast, which
were serving as re-supply stations for
mother ships belonging to Somali
pirates.  

Mother ships are usually hijacked
fishing trawlers or merchant vessels,
used to tow the speedboats needed to
attack slow-moving ships sailing in
open waters. 

Nearly 20,000 ships pass through
the Gulf of Aden each year, heading to
and from the Suez Canal. Seven per-
cent of world oil consumption passed
through the Gulf of Aden in 2007,
according to Lloyd's Marine
Intelligence Unit.

A few dozen warships from the
United States, the EU, NATO, Russia,
China, India, Iran, Japan and Malaysia
are positioned in the international
waters to protect their interests and
partake in anti-piracy missions.

What you don’t know, but pirates of the Red Sea do
A journey with Yemeni fishermen to face the pirates

Yemen coast guard has intensified its security measures to protect Yemeni fishermen from potential piracy. Yemeni fishermen during lunch break.

AAt Montessori house’s end-of-the-year
celebration last Wednesday, children
showed off remarkable talents in a
festive atmosphere. The program
included a presentation of the

Cinderella and Snow White stories by kindergarten
students. The upper grades presented an “Our World”
fashion show.  

The fashion show featured the traditional costumes
of different countries and  each child said a few
words about that country, while the audience tried to
guess the country. Students also presented a sketch
about a lousy school principal who made promises
but never fulfilled them. In the sketch, the students
eventually revolted and threw the principal out.

Students also presented a fashion show featuring

recycled items in order to educate the audience about
protecting the environment. Children sang patriotic
songs and a song about mothers. Nursery students
wore fruit and vegetable shapes and presented them
to the audience. 

Magnificent decorations were made by the staff
and students, and revenue from the buffet was donat-
ed to  Al-Tahadi Center for Disabled Women.  Jalila
Jahaf, Montessori House Principal, invited other
schools to follow the example and donate some of
their revenues to charities. 

“Let this be our legacy in the educational sector.
We need not wait for donor countries or internation-
al organizations to donate to our needy people. Let us
teach our children about giving and charity, and shar-
ing humanity.”

Montessori house celebrates end of academic year
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Section I.  Invitation for Bids

Tender Advertisement no. (14) 2009]for 1st Time
(One Envelope System - Technical + Financial)

The [Yemen Gulf  of Aden Ports Corporation — Port of Aden ] here announces
its desire to invite bidders to Tender no. (  14   ) for supplying [One No.  Twin Screw
Fast Pilot boat for Port of Aden ] which will be financed from:

Government source.
Bidders who are willing to participate in this Tender have to submit written
applications to [Tender committee Secretary] to receive Bidding Documents for an
amount [30,000YR] non-refundable. Bidders have to apply during the official
working hours at [Yemen Gulf  of Aden Ports Corporation — Port of Aden-
Tawahi
Tel : 00 967 02 20200168
Fax: 00 967 02 201541
YGAPCplanning@y.net.ye
The deadline for selling BDs will be on [27th  june 2009]
Bids must be be submitted in sealed envelopes addressed to the Chairman of the
Board Executive Charirman. The following documents must be contained in the bid:
1- A Bank Guarantee for a lump sum (60.000 USD for one pilot boat) (Sixty

Thousand American Dollars.) Bank guarantee has to be valid for not less than
150 days from date of Bid Opening. Bank guarantee may be substituted with a
payable cheque.

2- Valid tax certificate (A foreign bidder who is not already doing business in
Yemen may provide a copy of the appropriate VAT registration document
from his home country.)

3- Valid Insurance Certificate. (Insurance certificate is required only from firms with
employees in Yemen who are entitled to benefits from the Public
Enterprise for Social Security in Yemen)

4- Valid registration and classification certificate. (In the event of an award of
contract if the successful firm is not already registered it will be required to
evidence registration with the concerned Entity in Yemen as a requirement
forcontract effectiveness.)

A foreign bidder may provide the equivalent documents indicated in 2, 3 and 4 from
its country of registration as appropriate.
The Dead line for submission and bids opening will be (Wednesday  ) at  [11:00 Am]
on 1 july2009 ]. Bids received after this deadline will be returned unopened..
Bid Opening will take place at [the Office Chairman Executive — Headquarters]
and at the same time mentioned above, in presence of bidders or their authorized
representatives.
Potential bidders may inspect BDs before purchasing during working hours for a
period   27  days  starting from advertisement.

VACANCY: Reporting & Information Officer
for the Mixed Migration Task Force- Yemen

The Danish Refugee Council (DRC) is a private, independent, non-government
organisation working with refugees, asylum seekers and other migrants. DRC Yemen
operates within a broader regional context including the Horn of Africa. DRC is the
secretariat of the Mixed Migration Task Force- Yemen (MMTF- Yemen) and is responsible
for the organisational aspects concerning the coordination of the membership.

Duty Stations: Aden

Overall Objectives:
1. To facilitate the workings of the MMTF- Yemen secretariat in English;
2. Organisation of and participation in the MMTF- Yemen meetings in Aden and Sana'a,

including the taking of minutes in English;
3. Developing materials for the MMTF- Yemen in English, in collaboration with MMTF-

Yemen members;
4. Acting as a focal point for MMTF- Yemen enquiries and responding to any requests

for information concerning mixed migration.

Qualifications:
• University degree;
• Must know how to take minutes in English;
• Good understanding of protection and migration related issues would be an asset;
• Strong written and organisational skills;
• Excellent analytical and report writing skills in English;
• Excellent spoken English;
• Able to develop presentations and organise meetings;
• Must know how to use internet, MS Word, MS Excel and Power Point;
• Excellent interpersonal skills and demonstrated ability to establish effective and

working relations with local staff and other stakeholders;
• Experience and willingness to work in the field;
• Ability to work well under pressure and in adverse conditions;
• English and Arabic language (written and spoken) essential
• Work experience in an international organisation would be an asset.

Please forward your cover letter and CV via e-mail to drcjobskenya@gmail.com or via
fax: (02) 349 320, by 19th June 2009.

The Danish Refugee Council, Aden office,  is seeking 2
qualified candidates for the following positions, which will all be
based in Aden but include some travel to field offices in Kharaz,
Mayfar, Ahwar and Red sea (Dhubab).

Finance officer
Key responsibilities: The finance officer will carry out all bank
and cash transactions and booking of project expenses. The
officer will ensure that financial transactions are in accordance
with DRC financial principles and guidelines, and will ensure
timely and correct reporting on all financial matters. This
position will aim to meet the following main objectives:

¥ Carry out all bank and cash transactions and booking
of expenses.

¥ Ensure that financial procedures in DRC Yemen are in
accordance with the Financial principles and practices.

¥ Ensure timely and correct reporting on all financial
matters

All applications should be sent to:
drcjobskenya@gmail.com.

The closing date is Friday 19th.June 2009.

Applications must include cover letter and CV and should be
clearly marked with the position applied for. Only short listed
candidates will be contacted.

The Danish Refugee Council, Aden office,  is seeking 2
qualified candidates for the following positions, which will all be
based in Aden but include some travel to field offices in Kharaz,
Mayfar, Ahwar and Red sea (Dhubab).

Logistics/Security officer
Key responsibilities: To ensure proper and effective
implementation of logistic and procurement procedures and
standards. In close consultation with the Country Director be
the focal point for security issues in Yemen. Ensure proper and
effective implementation of Procurement procedures and
standards:

¥ Ensure proper and effective implementation of all
logistical needs for the mission in Yemen;

¥ In close consultation with the country Director be focal
point of security issues in Yemen.

All applications should be sent to:
drcjobskenya@gmail.com.

The closing date is Friday 19th.June 2009.

Applications must include cover letter and CV and should be
clearly marked with the position applied for. Only short listed
candidates will be contacted.
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Selection of Consultants
Request for Expression of Interest

in providing Consultancy Services to prepare Tender Documents,
contracts and assist in negotiating for finding a Strategic Partner in

the National Dockyard Company — Aden, Yemen
The National Dockyard Company (NDC) is a state-owned company located in the Port of Aden, and renders ship repair services to
vessel calling the port as well as those passing through the region which reach more than 25.000 vessel per annum.

The Port of Aden is the main maritime center of Yemen, and handles a major part of the country�s seaborn cargo. It is considered the
closest seaport to the international shipping lane connecting Europe, Africa and Asia. Further, the Container Terminal in the Port is
currently run by the Dubai Ports World (DPW). Due to the growing importance of the maritime trade and its economic and social
returns to the Country, the Ministry of Transport and the NDC are willing to improve the industrial performance of the dockyard.

Though the NDC is considered to be one of he major industries in the Port and an important source of employment and industrial
development, it has not been able to develop an active and competitive facility in the region due to its limited capabilities in terms of
equipment and expertise. A recent market opportunity report has confirmed the importance of the number of vessels calling at and
passing through the Port and the region, and has pointed out to the good business opportunities for the NDC (A Feasibility Study by a
Consultant Company made in 2005).

In order to upgrade and develop the ship repair industry in the Port of Aden and in other Yemeni ports in general towards the
establishment of a wide, prominent regional ship repairing and building industry, the Government of Yemen (GoY) is planning to have
a specialized international company as a strategic partner to manage, operate and develop the NDC  through a Joint Venture
arrangement.

Now, the Ministry of Transport and the National Dockyard Company invite eligible consultants to indicate their interest in providing
necessary consultancy services. Interested consultants must provide information indicating that they are qualified to perform those
services (brochures, description of similar assignments, experience in similar conditions, availability of appropriate skills among staff,
etc). Consultants may associate to enhance their qualifications.

Such consultancy services are expected to include:

PHASE I:
1. prepare the tender documents,
2. prepare a contract model in accordance with established international commercial standards,

Period of phase I of the consultancy services is expected to be two months from the date of signing the contract with the
selected consultant.

PHASE II:
1. assist in evaluation of bids and in subsequent negotiations with the winner till the conclusion of the contract.

Period of phase II of the consultancy services is supposed to be estimated by consultant depending on their expertise.

The Consultant shall include the following information:
1. Its qualification for the job,
2. its financial, technical and administrative status,
3. its major business and years of relevant experience,
4. key staff qualifications,
5. references (for verification)

Expressions of Interest shall be made in duplicate hard copies along with a soft copy (CD) to the address noted below.

Finance: Government Financing

The consultant will be selected in accordance with the procedures set out in the High Tender Board�s Manual for the Procurement of
Consultants� Services. Interested consultants may obtain further information at the address below between 09 am and 1400 pm from
Saturday through Wednesday, excluding official holidays.

Expressions of Interest must be delivered to the address below by 15 July 2009 :

Mr. Khaled I. Alwazir
Minister of Transport
Sana'a —Yemen
Tel: +967 1 260903
Fax: +967 1 360908
Email: mot@yemen.net.ye

Deadline for submission is 12:00 hours noon on Wednesday, 15 July 2009.
No submission after the date above will be considered.
Incomplete documents will not be considered.

Opening of bids will be at the meeting room of the Ministry of Transport at the same time mentioned above with the presence of the
consultant firms or their representatives.

«î�O‡‡U̧ «ß�AU̧¥‡‡‡Os

§́öÊ �K�F�Od ́s «ô��LUÂ
±AdËŸ §́b«œ Ë£OIW «�LMUÆBW Ë«�FIuœ Ë«�LAU̧ØW �w «��HUË÷
�K�Bu‰ ́Kv ®d¥p «ß�d«¢O�w �AdØW ¥•u«÷ «�ºHs «�u©MOW ́bÊ

¢F��d ®dØW ¤•u«÷ «�ºHs «�u©MOW ®dØW ¢U°FW �K�Ju±W Ë±uÆFNU �w ±OMU¡ ́bÊ Ë¢IbÂ îb±U‹ ¦ÅöÕ �KºHs «��w ¢RÂ «�LOMU¡ ËØc« «�ºHs «�LU̧… �w «�LMDIW

Ë«��w ¢Ib¸ °Fbœ ¥e¥b ́s îLºW Ë́AdËÊ ¤�n ßHOMW �w «�FUÂ .

Ë±OMU¡ ́bÊ �u «�LdØe «���dÍ «�dzOºw �KOLs Ë¥º�I�q «�Fb¥b ±s «��CUzl «��w ¢Bq «��öœ °�d« Ë¥F��d ¤Æd» ±OMU¡ °�dÍ ¥d°j «�ªj «�Lö•w «�bË�w
«�cÍ ¥d°j ¤Ë¸Ë°‡U Ë¤ßOU Ë¤�d¥IOU Ë¥b«̧ ±OMU¡ «��UË¥U‹ °LOMU¡ ́bÊ •U�OU ±s ��q ®dØW ±u«�T œ°w «�FU�LOW , Ë�Ed« �ú�LOW «�L�e«¥b… �K��U̧… «���d¥W

Ë±dœËœ«¢NU «ôÆ�BUœ¥W Ë«ô§�LÚOW ́Kv «��öœ �SÊ Ë“«̧… «�MIq Ë®dØW ¤•u«÷ «�ºHs «�u©MOW ¢d̈�UÊ �w ¢Du¥d «_œ«¡ «�BMÚw _•u«÷ «�ºHs .

Ë°U�d̈r ±s ¤Ê ®dØW ¤•u«÷ «�ºHs «�u©MOW ¢F��d ¦•bÈ «�BMÚU‹ «�J�Od… �w «�LOMU¡ Ë±Bb¸« �U±U �Hd’ «�FLq Ë��Du¥d «�BMÚW ¦ô ¤�NU �r ¢�LJs ±s

�FV œË¸ ØLd�o �Aj Ë±MU�f �w «�LMDIW �Ed« �L�bËœ¥W ¦±JU�OU¢NU ±s •OY «�LFb«‹ Ë«�ª�d«‹.

Ë¥RØb ¢Id¥d •b¥Y ́s «�Hd’ «�ºuÆOW ́Kv ¤�LOW ́bœ «�ºHs «��w ¢RÂ Ë¢Ld ́�d «�LOMU¡ Ë�w «�LMDIW Ë¥AOd ¦�v «�Hd’ «���U̧¥W «�L�U•W �KAdØW (œ¸«ßW

§bËÈ «Æ�BUœ¥W ¤́b‹ ±s Æ�q ®dØW ±�ªBBW ́UÂ 5002Â).

Ë±s ¤§q ¢Du¥d Ë¢�ºOs ÆDUŸ ¦ÅöÕ «�ºHs �w ±OMU¡ ́bÊ °AJq îU’ Ë�w «�Lu«�w «�OLMOW °AJq ́UÂ ±s ¤§q «�MNu÷ °IDUŸ °U̧“ �w ±�U‰ ¦ÅöÕ

Ë°MU¡ «�ºHs ́Kv �DU‚ Ë«ßl �SÊ «��Ju±W «�OLMOW Æd‹̧ �w ±d•KW ÆUœ±W œ́u… «�AdØU‹ «�bË�OW «�L�ªBBW ùœ«̧… Ë¢AGOq Ë¢Du¥d «�AdØW ±s îö‰

±AdËŸ ±A�d„     (erutneV tnioJ). Ë´KO‡‡‡‡t
¢‡b́u Ë“«̧… «�MIq Ë®dØW ¤•‡u«÷ «�‡ºHs «�u©MO‡W «�AdØU‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W «�LR�KW �K�F�Od ́s «��LU±NU �w ¢Ib¥r «�ªb±U‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W  «�LDKu°W Ë́Kv

«�AdØU‹ «�d«̈�W ¢Ib¥r ØU�W «�LFKu±U‹ Ë«�u£Uzo «��w ¢RØb ¤�KO�NU _œ«¡ «�ªb±U‹ ( ¤œ�W , �Ad«‹ ¢Fd¥HOW, ËÅn ±FKu±U‹ ¢HBOKOW ́s «�LNUÂ Ë«_´LU‰

«�LLU£KW Ë¢�d°W «�AdØW Ëî�d¢NU �w �Hf «�L�U‰, Ë¢u�d «�LNU̧«‹ °Os ±u™HONU Ë̈Od –�p ±s «�u£Uzo «�ö“±W �K�Q�Oq). Ë¥LJs �KAdØU‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W «�bîu‰

�w «z�ö· ���ºOs �d’ ¢Q�OKNU .

Ë¢ALq «�ªb±U‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W «�LDKu°W:-
«�Ld•KW «_Ë�v :-¦́b«œ Ë£Uzo «�LMUÆBW . ¦́b«œ �Lu–Ã �KFIb Ë�IU �KLFU¥Od «�L�FU̧· ́KONU ¢�U̧¥U ́Kv �DU‚ ́U�Lw .¦Ê «�Lb… «�L�uÆFW ��MHOc «�Ld•KW

«_Ë�v ±s «�ªb±U‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W �w ®Nd¥s ¢�b¤ ±s ¢U̧¥a ¢uÆOl «�FIb ±l «�AdØW «�Lª�U̧… .

«�Ld•KW «��U�OW :- «�LºÚb… �w ¢IOOr «�FdË÷ Ë«�LHUË{U‹ «�ö•IW ±l «�L�IbÂ «�HUze Ë•�v ¦°d«Â «�FIb.¤Ê «�Lb… «�L�uÆFW ��MHOc «�Ld•KW «��U�OW ±s

«�ªb±U‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W (¢Ib¸ ±s Æ�q «�AdØW «�L�Ib±W •ºV î�d¢NU).

´Kv ¤Ê ¥�r ¢Ib¥r «�LFKu±U‹ «��U�OW:-«�LR�ö‹ �w ±�U‰ «�LNLW «�LDKu°W.Ë{l «ôß�AU̧Í «�HMw Ë«�LU�w Ë«ùœ«̧Í.±�U‰ «�FLq «�dzOºw ËßMu«‹ «�ª�d…

�w ±�U‰ «�b¸«ßW «�LFMOW.

±R�ö‹ «�JUœ¸ «�dzOºw °LU �w –�p «�JUœ¸ «�IU�u�w.«��NU‹ «��w ¥LJs «�d§uŸ ¦�ONU �K�QØb ±s ¢MHOc «_´LU‰ «�ºU°IW.¥�V ¢ºKOr �ºª�Os Ë¸ÆOW Ë�ºªt

«�J�dË�OW (DC) ±s Ë£Uzo ¦°b«¡ «�d̈�W ¦�v «�FMu«Ê «�Lu{` ¤ßHq «ùö́Ê.

«��Lu¥q:-•Ju±‡‡‡w. ßu· ¥�r «î�OU̧ «ôß�AU̧Í �KIOUÂ °U�ªb±U‹ Ë�IU �úßf Ë«�LFU¥Od �w «�b�Oq «ù®̧UœÍ �KLA�d¥U‹ Ë«�ªb±U‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W �K�MW

«�FKOU �KLMUÆBU‹ Ë«�Le«¥b«‹ «�LFLu‰ °t �w «��LNu¸¥W «�OLMOW Ë¥LJs �KAdØU‹ «�d«̈�W «��Bu‰ ́Kv ±FKu±U‹ ¦{U�OW ±s «�FMu«Ê ¤œ�UÁ Ë–�p îö‰ ¤ËÆU‹

«�bË«Â «�dßLw ±s «�ºÚW (9) Å�U•U •�v «�ºÚW(00:21) ™Nd«.

¢IbÂ Ë£Uzo «��F�Od ́s «ô��LUÂ ¦�v «�FMu«Ê ¤œ�UÁ �w ±u´b ¤ÆBUÁ 51 ¥u�Ou 9002Â:
îU�b ¦°d«�Or «�u“¥d Ë“¥d «�MI‡‡‡‡q
ÅMF‡‡‡‡‡‡U¡ «��LNu¸¥W «�OLMOW
¢KHuÊ :- 309062176900�UØf :- 809062176900
°d¥b «�J�dË�w:- EY.TEN.NEMEY@TOM

Ë¬îd ±u´b ôß�ö±NU �u «�ºÚW (00:21) ±s ¥uÂ «_¸°FU¡ «�Lu«�o 51 ¥u�Ou 9002Â. Ë�s ¢I�q «�u£Uzo «��w ¢dœ °Fb �c« «�Lu´b. ØLU
�s ¥K�HX ¦�v «�u£Uzo «�GOd ±º�u�OW �KAdȨ̈ «�L�bœ… ¤́öÁ.ËßO�r ��̀ «�LEU̧¥n °IÚW «ô§�LÚU‹ �w ±�Mv «�u“«̧… �w �Hf «�Lu´b
¤́öÁ °�Cu¸ ±L�Kw «�AdØU‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W ¤Ë ±MbË°ONr.

Selection of Consultants
Request for Expression of Interest
in providing Consultancy Services to prepare Tender documents and
contracts, assist in negotiation and Supervise Execution of Dhabah

Industrial Port Project, Hadramout, Yemen

The Ministry of Transport in Yemen and the Yemen Arabian Sea Port Corporation are interested in promoting private investments in
the construction and management of a port in the Dhabah area. This port is intended to be a private port to be used for
importing/exporting processing  industries and raw materials, in concurrence with the construction of other various industrial plants at
the facility including grain silos, so as to ensure complementation of the port of Brum (planned to be constructed by the Government
of Yemen) and this industrial Port of Dhabah, both are in the governorate of Hadramout, Yemen.

Based on the above, the Yemen Arabian Sea Ports Corporation (YASPC) now invites eligible consultants to indicate their interest in
providing necessary consultancy services for the above project. Interested consultants must provide information indicating that they
are qualified to perform the services (brochures, description of similar assignments, experience in similar conditions, availability of
appropriate skills among staff, etc). Consultants may associate to enhance their qualifications.

Such consultancy services are expected to include:

PHASE I:
1. prepare the tender documents,
2. prepare a contract model in accordance with established international commercial standards,

Period of phase I of the consultancy services is expected to be two months from the date of signing the contract with the
selected consultant.

PHASE II:
1. assist in evaluation of bids and in subsequent negotiations with the winner till the conclusion of the contract.
2. Supervise the execution of the project.

Period of phase II of the consultancy services is supposed to be estimated by consultant depending on their expertise.

The consultant shall include the following information:
1. Its qualification for the job,
2. its financial, technical and advisory status,
3. its major business, years of relevant experience,
4. key staff qualification,
5. references (for verification)

Expressions of Interest shall be made in duplicate hard copies along with a soft copy (CD) to the address mentioned below.

Finance: Government Financing
The consultant will be selected in accordance with the procedures set out in the High Tender Board�s Manual for the Procurement of
Consultants Services. Interested consultant may obtain further information at the address below between 09:00 am and 1400 pm from
Saturday through Wednesday, excluding official holidays.

Expressions of Interest must be delivered to the address below by 15 July 2009 :

Executive Chairman
Yemen Arabian Sea Ports Corporation
Head Office, Port of Mukalla
Hadranout, Yemen

Tel: +967 5 350743
Fax: +967 5303508
Email: info@portofmukalla.com

planning@portofmukalla.com

Deadline for submission is 12:00 hours noon on Wednesday, 15 July 2009.
No submission after the date above will be considered.
Incomplete submissions will not be considered.

Opening of applications will be at the meeting room of the Ministry of Transport at the same time mentioned above with the presence
of the consultant firms or their representatives.

«î�O‡‡U̧ «ß�AU̧¥‡‡‡Os

§́öÊ �K�F�Od ́s «ô��LUÂ
±AdËŸ §́b«œ Ë£OIW «�LMUÆBW Ë«�FIuœ  Ë«�LAU̧ØW  �w «��HUË÷  Ë«ù®d«·

´Kv «��MHOc�LA‡‡‡dËŸ ±OMU¡ «�C�‡‡‡‡‡W «�BMÚ‡‡‡‡w °L�U�E‡‡‡W •Cd±‡‡‡‡u‹
•OY ¤Ê Ë“«̧… «�MIq Ë±RßºW ±u«�T «���d «�Fd°w «�OLMOW ¢d̈�UÊ �w ¢A�Ol «ôß��LU̧ �KIDUŸ «�ªU’ �w ¦�AU¡ Ë°MU¡ Ë¦œ«̧… ±OMU¡ �w
±MDIW «�C�W �w ±�U�EW •Cd±u‹ •OY ±DKu» °MU¡ ±OMU¡ îU’ ��Bb¥d Ë«ß�Od«œ «�BMÚU‹ «���u¥KOW Ë«�Lu«œ «�ªUÂ Ë¥�d«�o –�p ±l
¦��U“ ±BU�l ±ª�KHW �w «�LuÆl °LU �w –�p Åu«±l Ë±DU•s «�Gö‰ Ë�ªb±W ÅMÚU‹ ¢MAQ �w «�LMDIW Ë°LU ¥ªbÂ ¢JU±KOW ́Lq «�LOMU¡¥s
(±OMU¡ °dËÂ «��b¥b «�Le±l ¦�AUzt ±s Æ�q «��Ju±W «�OLMOW Ë±OMU¡ «�C�W «�BMÚw) �w ±�U�EW •Cd±u‹.Ë´KO‡‡‡‡‡‡‡t
¢b́u Ë“«̧… «�MIq Ë±RßºW ±u«�T «���d «�Fd°w «�OLMOW «�AdØU‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W «�LR�KW �K�F�Od ́s «��LU±NU �w ¢Ib¥r «�ªb±U‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W
«�LDKu°W Ë́Kv «�AdØU‹ «�d«̈�W ¢Ib¥r ØU�W «�LFKu±U‹ Ë«�u£Uzo «��w ¢RØb ¤�KO�NU _œ«¡ «�ªb±U‹ (¤œ�W , �Ad,¢Fd¥HOW, ËÅn Ë±FKu±U‹
¢HBOKOW ́s «�LNUÂ Ë«_´LU‰ «�LLU£KW Ë¢�d°W «�AdØW Ëî�d¢NU �w �Hf «�L�U‰ , Ë¢u�d «�LNU̧«‹ °Os ±u™HONU Ë̈Od –�p ±s «�u£Uzo «�ö“±W
�K�Q�Oq ) ¥LJs �KAdØU‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W «�bîu‰ �w «z�ö· ���ºOs �d’ ¢Q�OKNU.
Ë¢ALq «�ªb±U‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W «�LDKu°W:-
«�Ld•KW «_Ë�v:-
1-¦́b«œ Ë£Uzo «�LMUÆBW.
2- ¦́b«œ �Lu–Ã �KFIb Ë�IU �KLFU¥Od «�L�Ho ́KONU ¢�U̧¥U  ́Kv �DU‚ ́U�Lw.¦Ê «�Lb… «�L�uÆFW ��MHOc «�Ld•KW «_Ë�v ±s «�ªb±U‹
«ôß�AU̧¥W �‡‡‡w ®Nd¥s ¢�b¤ ±s ¢U̧¥a ¢uÆOl «�FIb ±l «�AdØW «�Lª�U̧….
«�Ld•KW «��U�OW :-

«�LºÚb… �w ¢IOOr «�FdË÷ Ë«�LHUË{U‹ «�ö•IW ±l «�L�IbÂ «�HUze Ë•�v ¦°d«Â «�FIb.«ù®d«· ́Kv ¢MHOc «�LAdËŸ .¤Ê «�Lb… «�L�uÆFW
��MHOc «�Ld•KW «��U�OW ±s «�ªb±U‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W(¢Ib¸ ±s Æ�q «�AdØW «�L�Ib±W •ºV î�d¢NU).
´Kv ¤Ê ¥�r ¢Ib¥r «�LFKu±U‹ «��U�OW:
-«�LR�ö‹ �w ±�U‰ «�LNLW «�LDKu°W
- Ë{l «ôß�AU̧Í «�HMw Ë«�LU�w Ë«ùœ«̧Í .
- ±�U‰ «�FLq «�dzOºw ËßMu«‹ «�ª�d… �w ±�U‰ «�b¸«ßW «�LFMOW .
- ±R�ö‹ «�JUœ¸ «�dzOºw °LU �w –�p «�JUœ¸ «�IU�u�w.
- «��NU‹ «��w ¥LJs «�d§uŸ ¦�ONU �K�QØb ±s ¢MHOc «_´LU‰ «�ºU°IW .
¥�V ¢ºKOr �ºª�Os Ë¸ÆOW Ë�ºªt «�J�dË�OW (DC) ±s Ë£Uzo ¦°b«¡ «�d̈�W ¦�v «�FMu«Ê «�Lu{` ¤ßHq «ùö́Ê .
«��Lu¥q:- •Ju±‡‡‡w.ßu· ¥�r «î�OU̧ «ôß�AU̧Í �KIOUÂ °U�ªb±U‹ Ë�IU �úßf Ë«�LFU¥Od �w «�b�Oq «ù®̧UœÍ �KLA�d¥U‹ Ë«�ªb±U‹
«ôß�AU̧¥W �K�MW «�FKOU �KLMUÆBU‹ Ë«�Le«¥b«‹ «�LFLu‰ °t �w «��LNu¸¥W «�OLMOW Ë¥LJs �KAdØU‹ «�d«̈�W «��Bu‰ ́Kv ±FKu±U‹ ¦{U�OW
±s «�FMu«Ê ¤œ�UÁ Ë–�p îö‰ ¤ËÆU‹ «�bË«Â «�dßLw ±Mr «�ºÚW (9) Å�U•U •�v «�ºÚW(2)™Nd« .
¢IbÂ Ë£Uzo «��F�Od ́s «ô��LUÂ ¦�v «�FMu«Ê ¤œ�UÁ �w ±úb ¤ÆBUÁ51¥u�Ou9002Â.

¸zOf ±�Kf «ùœ«̧… - «�dzOf «��MHOcÍ .
±RßºW ±u«�T «���d «�Fd°w «�OLMOW «�LdØe «�dzOºw- ±OMU¡ «�LJö
¦œ«̧… «��ªDOj Ë«ù•BU¡
±�U�EW •Cd±u‹ «��LNu¸¥W «�OLMOW
¢KHuÊ:- (147053-347053/-5-76900) �UØf:- (805303-5-76900)

°d¥b «�J�dË�w:-  MOC.ALLAKUMFOTROP@OFNI
MOC.ALLAKUMFOTROP

Ë¬îd ±u´b ôß�ö±NU �u «�ºÚW (00:21) ±s ¥uÂ  «_¸°FU¡ «�Lu«�o 51 ¥u�Ou 9002Â. Ë�s ¢I�q «�u£Uzo «��w ¢dœ °Fb �c« «�Lu´b.
ØLU �s ¥K�HX ¦�v «�u£Uzo «�GOd ±º�u�OW �KAdȨ̈ «�L�bœ… ¤́öÁ.
ËßO�r ��̀ «�LEU̧¥n °IÚW «�LMUÆBU‹ �w ±�Mv «�LRßºW �w �Hf «�Lu´b ¤́öÁ °�Cu¸ ±L�Kw «�AdØU‹ «ôß�AU̧¥W ¤Ë ±MbË°ONr.
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TThe Jordanian ambassador to
Sana’a, Ahmed Ali Jaradat,
held a reception to cele-
brate the 10th anniversary
of King Abdulla II’s

assumption of constitutional authority,
and the 63rd anniversary of the inde-
pendence of the kingdom. 

“Our celebration on this precious
occasion is only a truthful expression of
our love to the soil of the country and
our pride and loyalty to our sophisticat-
ed  Hashemite leadership which
achieved has tremendous accomplish-
ments,” said the ambassador. “ Thanks
to this leadership, Jordan has become an
example for economic development,
reform and democracy, and an oasis for
stability and security of the region.” 

The ambassador commended the
brotherly and historical relations
between Yemen and Jordan, and the uni-
fied positions the two countries have
towards many regional issues. He also
pointed out that the Jordanian

Independence Day coincides with the
Yemeni people’s celebrations of the
19th anniversary the country’s unity. 

For his part, the Yemeni govern-
ment’s representative in the ceremony
Dr. Yahya Al-Mutwakkil, Minister of
Trade and Industry reported congratula-
tions of President of Yemen Ali Abdulla
Saleh, the Yemeni government and peo-
ple to the His Majesty King Abdulla
The Second and the Jordanian people on
this precious occasion, wishing more
development and prosperity for Jordan. 

Al-Mutwakkil said that understand-
ing and harmony between leaders of the
two countries are apparent through the
positive activities of joint committees
on all levels.  He also said he valued the
level of Jordanian experiences in many
fields. 

The Jordanian community in Yemen
expressed their deep appreciation and
pride for Abdulla’s leadership, com-
mending the economic and social
accomplishment achieved during his

rule. Abdulla is the son of King Hussein
bin Talal, who died in 1999.  

The celebration also coincided with
the tenth anniversary for King
Abdullah’s assuming power. Under his
leadership, the country has developed
tremendously and overcome challenges
and moves towards the future with
strength and aspiration.

Through the last few decades, Jordan
has become one of the most developed
countries in the region, despite natural
and political difficulties. Jordan, under
its wise leadership, played a significant
role in regional and even international
mediations among Arab and other
friendly countries.  It also remains a
great supporter of the Palestinian cause,
and Palestinians’ fight for an independ-
ent state.

Jordan a constitutional monarchy
with a record of protecting and promot-
ing human rights.  It has democratically
chosen its parliament since 1989 in
elections known worldwide as fair. 

Just a few weeks ago, Jordan was the
focus of the world through two events.
Pope Benedict XVI began his first trip
to the Middle East in Jordan, where he
expressed his "deep respect" for Islam
and hopes that the Catholic Church
would be a force for peace in the region.

The World Economic Forum also met
on the shores of the Dead Sea, where
world legislators and economic experts
discussed international humanitarian
issues.

Over 500 people, including Yemeni
high-ranking officials, Jordanian diplo-
mats, representatives of the internation-
al organizations, and members of the
Jordanian and Arab communities in
Yemen. 

The ceremony included music,
poems depicting Jordan accomplish-
ments and demonstrations of Jordanian
traditions and tourist attractions. In
addition, a panoramic film was showed
during the ceremony, which received
the admiration of the attendees.      

Jordan is a constitutional
monarchy based on the
constitution promulgat-
ed on 8 January 1952.
Executive authority is

vested in the king and his coun-
cil of ministers. The king signs
and executes all laws. His veto
power may be overridden by a
two-thirds vote of both houses
of the National Assembly. 

Jordan's legal system is
based on Islamic law and French codes.
Judicial review of legislative acts
occurs in a special High Tribunal. 

King Abdullah I ruled Jordan after
independence from Britain. After the
assassination of King Abdullah I in
1951, his son King Talal ruled briefly.
King Talal's major accomplishment was
the Jordanian constitution. King Talal
was removed from the throne in 1952
due to mental illness. At that time his
son, Hussein, was too young to rule,
and hence a committee ruled over

Jordan.
After Hussein

reached 18, he ruled
Jordan as king from
1953 to 1999, surviving
a number of challenges
to his rule, drawing on
the loyalty of his mili-
tary, and serving as a
symbol of unity and sta-
bility for both the
Bedouin-related and
Palestinian communi-

ties in Jordan. King Hussein ended mar-
tial law in 1991 and legalized political
parties in 1992. In 1989 and 1993,
Jordan held free and fair parliamentary
elections. Controversial changes in the
election law led Islamist parties to boy-
cott the 1997 elections.

King Abdullah II succeeded his
father Hussein following the latter's
death in February 1999. Abdullah
moved quickly to reaffirm Jordan's
peace treaty with Israel and its relations

with the United States. Abdullah, dur-
ing the first year in power, refocused
the government's agenda on economic
reform.

Jordan's continuing structural eco-
nomic difficulties, burgeoning popula-
tion, and more open political environ-
ment led to the emergence of a variety
of political parties. Moving toward
greater independence, Jordan's parlia-
ment has investigated corruption
charges against several regime figures
and has become the major forum in
which differing political views, includ-
ing those of political Islamists, are
expressed. While the King remains the
ultimate authority in Jordan, the parlia-
ment plays an important role.

Modern Jordan
With the break-up of the Ottoman

Empire at the end of World War I, the
League of Nations and the occupying
powers chose to redraw the borders of
the Middle East. The ensuing decisions,
most notably the Sykes–Picot

Agreement gave birth to the French
Mandate of Syria and British Mandate
of Palestine. More than 76% of the
British Mandate of Palestine was east
of the Jordan river and was known as
"Transjordan".

The country was called
"Transjordan", under British supervi-
sion until after World War II. In 1946,
the British requested that the United
Nations approve an end to British
Mandate rule in Transjordan. Following
this approval, the Transjordanian
Parliament proclaimed King Abdullah
as the first ruler of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Transjordan. Abdullah I
continued to rule until a Palestinian
Arab assassinated him in 1951 as he
was departing from the al-Aqsa
Mosque in Jerusalem.

Ancient Jordan
The most prominent early roots of

Jordan, as an independent state, can be
traced to the Kingdom of Petra, which
was founded by the Nabataeans an

ancient Semitic people from Arabia
who developed the North Arabic
Script that evolved into the Modern
Arabic script. The region of present-
day Jordan has been conquered suc-
cessively by the Persian Empire, the
Seleucids (4th cent. BC), Romans
(mid-1st cent. AD), and Arab
Muslims (7th. cent.). 

During its glory, the Nabataean
Kingdom controlled regional trade
routes by dominating a large area
southwest of the fertile crescent,
which included the whole of modern
Jordan extending from Syria in the
North to the northern Arabian
Peninsula in the south. As a result,
Petra enjoyed independence, pros-
perity and wealth for hundreds of years
until it was absorbed by the emerging
Roman Empire.

Later, Jordan became part of the
Arabic Islamic Empire across its differ-
ent Caliphates stages including
Rashidun Empire, Umayyad Empire

and Abbasid Empire. After the decline
of the Abbasid, Jordan was ruled by
several conflicting powers including
the Mongols, the Crusades, the Ayyubid
and the Mamluk until it became part of
the Ottoman Empire.
Source: Wikipedia

Jordanians continue their 
stride to empower their nation

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
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By Nidal Sakr

IIt is no secret that I love Arabic,
perhaps just as much as I
despise Arabism. Arabic is the
expression of the Quran - the
Great Book of Civilization,

while Arabism is a reminder to some
longest lasting and senseless wars that
predated Islam. Today Arab kingdoms,
republics, and emirates are none but
exaggeration in Arabism, and have no
relevance to Arabic except for a name
assigned to the country by its ruler. 

Some of what I like about Arabic is
its precision to differentiate meanings
between lingual and referential.
Linguistically, “Extremism” is an exag-
geration in that which people agree as
ordinary. Referentially, extremism is
excess in understanding and interpreta-
tion of that which is acceptable by peo-
ple, to that which is unacceptable by
people. 

If people are accustomed to modesty
in food and clothing, then extravaganza
and waste in clothing and food are con-
sidered extremism. In the same token,
if people regard extravaganza as nor-
mally accepted, then modesty is con-
sidered extremism. On the other hand,
if people accept fair distribution of
wealth as just, and if the ruler took to
confiscating the rich’s wealth and giv-
ing it to the poor for equal distribution
of wealth as measure of fairness, then
such a fairness is injustice, and exag-
geration in such a perceived justice
may in fact be worse injustice than its
origin. 

Therefore, any discussion of extrem-
ism must be exhaustive, in depth, and
pragmatic for such a discussion not to
be both deceptive and manipulative. It
is also noteworthy that views of most of
those who talk about extremism have
no relevance whatsoever to modera-
tion, and that much of the talk about
extremism is in itself motivated by
extremism, and only aims to fuel fur-
ther extremism. 

The Problem:
As we all know, Islam is in the heart of
the human civilization we know of
today. As a matter of faith, Muslims are
responsible for liberating mankind
from ignorance, killing, and oppression
and for leading humanity to success
and prosperity for all people through
making the world a better place to live. 

The Quran praises countries and
lands when characterized by peace and
security, and condemns the very lands
when engulfed with torment, hardship
and lack of peace and security.
However Islam is very clear in that jus-
tice and benevolence are preconditions
for stability and peace. Emerging about
eleven centuries after revelation of the
Quran, many principles of governance
you would find in today’s most modern
constitutions of leading democracies
parallel some of those you would find
in Quran and Islamic sources.
Interestingly, the Quran condemns
lands in which oppression persists, and
holds both leaders and public responsi-
ble for allowing and condoning such
“dysfunctionality.” Further, Quran stip-

ulates that oppression and injustice are
the primary threats to stability and
peace. Such references are clearly
made in a number of citations with
regard to Egypt, for example.

Egypt has always been home to
some of the world’s most impressive
civilizations, old and not so old. Egypt
is the birth place of Islamic renais-
sance, home to the world’s first univer-
sities, and birth place to some of the
world’s leading scientists and explor-
ers. Egyptians made up the bulk of the
army led by Kurdish commander
Salahuddin, which defeated barbaric
crusaders, signaling the breakdown of
medieval Europe, which in turn gave
way to the emergence of new Europe
we know of today. Salahduddin’s
remarkable accomplishment effectively
put an end to a dark era of human his-
tory highlighted by crusaders’ massacre
of Jerusalem when blood of Jewish,
Muslim, and Christian inhabitants of
the holy land literally ran knee-high
through the streets of the old city. 

Egypt is the indicator by which
human civilization, not only Islamic
one, is measured, and a dysfunctional
Egypt only means one quarter of
world’s population of Muslims live in
disarray, thus signaling trouble for all
people the world over. Therefore, it is
no wonder that president Obama chose
Egypt of all places to try to make peace
with the world’s Muslims whereas it is
the only place to do so. 

Egypt is a land of wealth and pros-
perity, yet chronic mismanagement of
its resources causes severe maldistribu-
tion of wealth, thus providing seeds for
discontent and instability. 

But also, Egypt is the birthplace to
some of the world’s most prominent
thinkers and reformists. In particular,
there is one Egyptian thinker who
stands out as one of all time geniuses.
Although forty years since his execu-
tion, world tyrants such as George W.
Bush still feared him so greatly that a
leading US magazine had this thinker
on its cover misleadingly titled:
“Godfather of Terror.” Such a thinker,
incidentally, was an honorary visiting
scholar to some of the US leading insti-
tutions in late forties of the last century.
Today, he is still regarded by many
world thinkers as a landmark in human
intellectualism, insights, and foresights,
Muslims and non-Muslims alike. 

Not only was Sayyid Qutb a thinker,
but he was a firm-principled one and a
staunch believer in the causes of social
justice and the universality of human
values. He promoted reflection and
contemplation as original Muslim wor-
ships so as to attain higher realization.
He despised oppression and injustice as
disgrace to human qualities, and he
wrote on various disciplines of human
and social sciences, some of the most
sophisticated a human brain may ever
produce. Our thinker never held a gun,
as the only weapons he ever knew were
his brain and the pen which he used to
enlighten millions around the world.
He lived for a word and a principle, and
died for a word and principle so his life
would be inspiration for generations to
come. 

As a civilized principle, human intel-
lect is only confronted with intellect,
yet some forty years later his books
continue to be banned in Egypt and
other countries fearing that his writings
will be perceived to be specifically ref-
erenced to current ruling regimes. 

It is the censorship of intellect and
political persecution of community
organizers and society builders that are
the primary cause for political dissent
and violent tendencies. Violent tenden-
cies, by otherwise enlightened and civ-
ilized movements, only occur as a
result of taking away freedoms includ-
ing freedom to think, read, learn,
assemble, and taking part in solving
people’s problems, and that is precisely
where the problem to all of us is. Islam
is the antidote to mayhem, killing, and
oppression, so why is it then Muslims
are being deprived of learning their
religion which only raises them as
such? 

The Solution: 
Obama is giving his speech today to
reconcile with world’s Muslims. It is a
make-it or break-it for America and the
Western World, as the West can no
longer engage in an endless war of
attrition with millions who love dying
for a cause just as much as living for it.
With depleted wallets and empty safe
boxes, the US just cannot do without
Arab petrodollars to fund its industrial
machine, infrastructure, and its eco-
nomic rebirth. Muslim nations have
seen it all from America, and they are
not about to buy nice words from some
US president merely because they iden-
tify with his heritage. It is the redemp-
tion and resurrection of Western
nations that relies on Obama’s gesture
towards Muslims which is bound to
backfire unless it translates into true
reconciliation with ordinary Muslims.
Such reconciliation has only one way
to begin that is by siding with the peo-
ple and demanding public and political
freedoms, after siding with totalitarian
oppressive and dysfunctional regimes
for way too many decades. 

Today some of Egypt’s leading
thinkers, professors, entrepreneurs, and
professionals are kept behind bars.
Their convictions by Stalin-style mili-
tary tribunals are entirely based on
cliché charges reminiscent of
McCarthyism. These political prisoners
are most highly regarded by their west-
ern and non-Western counterparts
alike. Each of these prisoners has
become a symbol in his particular field
of expertise as well as to reformists and
libertarians all over the world. Political
freedom to Egyptians and to all
Muslims anywhere and everywhere is
the litmus credibility test for Obama,
particularly since persecution of these
reformists and freedom activists is pri-
marily blamed on Western pressures
and influences. 

It is about time we all understood
that we all have a lot to benefit from
Muslims instead of aligning with dicta-
torships and police states. But we must
also understand that we can no longer
enjoy our freedoms as long as we insist
on taking others’.
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IIhave never witnessed a speech so well
written and so customized to fit its
audience as US President Barack
Obama’s to the Muslim on Thursday,
June 4, delivered from Cairo, Egypt. It

was different from the same old song US leaders
used to sing to our region. For once, it was about
us (the Muslim community worldwide), and
spoke about issues ignored by US leaders in the
past.

Obama was not groomed in the White House,
which is why he delivers hope and is a symbol of
change.  He also has charisma, and a cultural
awareness built through years of travelling. 

Yet, when I heard and read the speech, I could
not help wondering why it moved us so much. It
was an important speech because Obama is the
president of the strongest country in the world.
He also talked about controversial issues from a
just and objective point of view. 

I believe, however, that this speech touched us
deep inside because we are longing for a leader,
any leader, to give us hope. And since leaders in
the Arab world are doing just the opposite, we
welcomed these remarks from such a powerful
man.

When he talked about the role of Islam in
modern civilization, and when he introduced
examples like Al Azhar and Algebra, the
audience went wild and interrupted him with
applause. When he talked about democracy, and
the right to freedom of expression, one person in
the crowd shouted: “We love you Obama!”

I have come to like this president, and can’t
think of anyone I know who doesn’t. Yet, no
matter how much Obama promises, if believable
pledges don’t come from our own leaders, I think
there is no point. Obama’s speech was not a
simple political line to please the host
government. He talked about violent extremism,
the Palestinian-Israeli issue, nuclear weapons,
democracy, women's rights, religious freedom
and economic development. 

He also redefined US policy towards the
Middle East and tried to mitigate the damage
previous administrations have done to the US
reputation worldwide.

However, we need our own leaders to start
sympathizing with the people and discussing the
people’s issues. I wish that an Arab head of state
would, for once, forget political enemies and talk
to the people about their needs.

But leaders in the Arab world lost the ability to
move their nations long ago. We don’t believe a
word they say. Obama touched on this subject
and reminded Arab leaders of their
responsibilities. For example, on the Palestinian-
Israeli conflict he said: “For peace to come, it is
time for them, and all of us, to live up to our
responsibilities… And finally, the Arab states
must recognize that the Arab Peace Initiative was
an important beginning, but not the end of their
responsibilities.”

I hope that the new spirit Obama is bringing
into world politics will touch our own leaders and
communities. I also hope our communities
realize that no matter how great the American
president is, for us to prosper,  we need change to
come from within. 

Nadia Al-Sakkaf

The fall-out from technology
advances, notably globalization,
is clearly ahead of us. We need
to grapple with this and the
sooner we assess the issues and
decide on what we need to do,
the better prepared we will be.
A main component of
globalization is liberalization.

Prof. Abdulaziz Al-Saqqaf,
(1951 - 1999)

Founder of Yemen Times
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Thanks Obama, but
the real problem is us
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IIt is hard to believe that 10
years have passed since the
tragic and untimely death of
the late Professor Abdul-Aziz
Al-Saqqaf, the founder of the

YT and a very close and congenial
friend of this observer, whose links
to the phenomenal journalistic and
political personality that Dr. Al-
Saqqaf represented go back to more
than a decade before he set up this
citadel of Yemeni journalism that the
YT has tried to remain
notwithstanding the awesome challenge that this has become.  If
anyone was fortunate to make the acquaintance of this academic
and controversial personality, they would remember that
boisterous and happy smile that slightly leaned to the left, but
never left his face, even when talking with those he did not
necessarily agree with, or those whose jealousy of his great
intellect may have caused them to despise him.  This observer
could not forget the many that were scared of him, yet Dr. Saqqaf
never hurt a fly and never had any plans to do so.  What Dr.  Saqqaf
represented for many Yemenis, who had gone through any stream
of formal academic development, was the powerful tool of
intellect and how indeed intellect could bring down the most
corrupt and arrogant of establishments and cause fear to creep
through their seemingly unbreakable spines (the Obama
phenomenon in the USA is a case in point in this context).  

What I remember about the late father of the four very
industrious and aspiring children divided equally between males
and females, was that one must bear some banner or flag to
represent a cause that one is definitely upholding or advocating.
Success does not come by the amount of material well being one
accumulates in one’s life but by the legacy that one leaves behind
for his children and their children to uphold and to keep alive long
after each and everyone of them has terminated his fated stay in
this world of unending trials and tribulations.  I recall 10 years ago
that I was asked by the heirs of Dr. Saqqaf to help them sustain the
YT as a viable functioning pioneering institution and I recall
telling his eldest son Walid:  “No one could ever be another Dr.
Saqqaf, so the best thing to do is carry on with the mission he set
for himself to pursue, notwithstanding the risks that could be seen
in every corner surrounding the now humble headquarters of the
YT, which has been flanked by the 2 ugly relics of urbanization
that stand tall – too tall that they are unable to look down as they
try to tell the YT, “You’re out of place here.  A building like us
where you stand can fetch millions per month, whereas the
newspaper you print continues to struggle from month to month to
eke out an honest living for some 50 full and part-time staff”.  That
does not do any harm to the pride of the three story HQ of the YT,
which answer these commercial symbols of urban greed with a
raised and proud head that could almost stretch above the top of
the 12 story or so citadels that stand to the left and right of the
midget YT HQ:  “Well, my good neighbors, God has willed that it
is the meek who shall inherit the Earth and every letter that goes
into the paper we print in our own printing press will last centuries
beyond the building blocks and steel that constitute the steel grid
that you are made of.”  For the YT that is the pride we can happily
enjoy savoring in, as the four children of the late Dr. Al-Saqqaf
continue to uphold the stringent puritanical values of their father
(Dr. Saqqaf was far from being a religious extremist, but lived an
immaculately clean life that was free from all the malady
instigating habits of smoking or chewing qat, and while being a
man of the world, Dr. Saqqaf shunned nothing more than the
indulgence in alcoholic beverages, that many “educated” Yemenis
could not do without before resting their heads on the pillow of
their daily slumber.  

Indeed, in reflecting the many moments of laughter we shared
and those of disgust we felt, as we saw our country become the
spoils of irresponsibility and narrow-minded selfishness that its
leadership has decided to make of the authority that they have
wrested away from the people of this once happy and proud nation.
Yemen never sought to set up its own empires, but its people
simply fanned out far and wide throughout the world to leave their
legacy  wherever they set their feet to call their new home away
from home.  For Dr. Al-Saqqaf, no place could replace Yemen
itself to leave his legacy in and it is for certain that his descendants
will carry forward their father’s mission, notwithstanding the
challenge that fighting for freedom and liberty has become amidst
an intricate regime characterized by nepotism, greed and stunted
growth and development, which has for the most part let their
people down and failed to provide for them the minutest of the
essential basics for a stable and peaceful life.  As for prosperity,
that is something the regime has monopolized for its icons and the
agents of its evil doings spread throughout the land of Arabia
Felix.  

May God bless the soul of Dr. Abdul-Aziz Al-Saqqaf and may
God give the strength to his fine and faithful children to carry on
with his unfailing mission and to bear the torch of freedom and the
pursuit of justice for the Yemeni people and equal access to the
resources of the country they also have a right to call their
“homeland”, and not just the homeland of those who have
plundered it dry.    

Hassan Al-Haifi has been a Yemeni political economist and
journalist for more than 20 years. He may be blogged at:
http://com-senfromyem.blogspot.com/

By: Hassan Al-Haifi

Abdul Aziz  Al-Saqqaf
For those who knew him

and those who did not
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Will global imbalances return?
By: Barry Eichengreen

FFuture history books,
depending on where they
are written, will take one of
two approaches to assigning
blame for the world’s cur-

rent financial and economic crisis. 
One approach will blame lax regula-

tion, accommodating monetary policy,
and inadequate savings in the United
States. The other, already being pushed
by former and current US officials like
Alan Greenspan and Ben Bernanke, will
blame the immense pool of liquidity
generated by high-savings countries in
East Asia and the Middle East. All that
liquidity, they will argue, had to go
somewhere. Its logical destination was
the country with the deepest financial
markets, the US, where it raised asset
prices to unsustainable heights. 

Note the one thing on which members

of both camps agree: the global savings
imbalance – low savings in the US and
high savings in China and other emerg-
ing markets – played a key role in the
crisis by allowing Americans to live
beyond their means. It encouraged fin-
anciers desperate to earn a return on
abundant funds to put them to more
speculative use. If there is a consensus
on one issue, it is the impossibility of
understanding the bubble and the crash
without considering the role of global
imbalances. 

Preventing future crises similar to this
one therefore requires resolving the
problem of global imbalances. Here, the
early signs are reassuring. American
households are saving again. The US
trade deficit has declined from $60 bil-
lion a month to just $26 billion, accord-
ing to the most recent data. As a matter
of simple arithmetic, we know that the
rest of the world is running correspond-
ingly smaller surpluses. 

But once American households
rebuild their retirement accounts, they
may return to their profligate ways.
Indeed, the Obama administration and
the Federal Reserve are doing all they
can to pump up US spending. 

The only reason the US trade deficit is
falling is that the country remains in a
severe recession, causing US imports
and exports to collapse in parallel. With
recovery, both may recover to previous
levels, and the 6%-of-GDP US external
deficit will be back. In fact, there has
been no change in relative prices or
depreciation of the US dollar of a mag-
nitude that would augur a permanent
shift in trade and spending patterns. 

Whether there is a permanent reduc-
tion in global imbalances will depend
mainly on decisions taken outside the
US, specifically in countries like China.
One’s forecast of those decisions hinges,
in turn, on why these other countries
came to run such large surpluses in the

first place. 
One view is that their surpluses were

a corollary of the policies favoring
export-led growth that worked so well
for so long. China’s leaders are under-
standably reluctant to abandon a tried-
and-true model. They can’t restructure
their economy instantaneously. They
can’t move workers from painting chil-
dren’s toys in Guangdong to building
schools in Western China overnight.
They need time to build a social safety
net capable of encouraging Chinese
households to reduce their precautionary
saving. If this view is correct, we can
expect to see global imbalances re-
emerge once the recession is over and to
unwind only slowly thereafter. 

The other view is that China con-
tributed to global imbalances not
through its merchandise exports, but
through its capital exports. What China
lacked was not demand for consumption
goods, but a supply of high-quality

financial assets. It found these in the US,
mainly in the form Treasury and other
government-backed securities, in turn
pushing other investors into more spec-
ulative investments. 

Recent events have not enhanced the
stature of the US as a supplier of high-
quality assets. And China, for its part,
will continue to develop its financial
markets and its capacity to generate
high-quality financial assets internally.
But doing so will take time. Meanwhile,
the US still has the most liquid financial
markets in the world. This interpretation
again implies the re-emergence of glob-
al imbalances once the recession ends,
and their very gradual unwinding there-
after. 

One development that could change
this forecast is if China comes to view
investing in US financial assets as a
money-losing proposition. US budget
deficits as far as the eye can see might
excite fear of losses on US Treasury

bonds. A de facto policy of inflating
away the debt might stoke such fears
further. At that point, China would pull
the plug, the dollar would crash, and the
Fed would be forced to raise interest
rates, plunging the US back into reces-
sion. 

There are two hopes for avoiding this
disastrous outcome. One is relying on
Chinese goodwill to stabilize the US and
world economies. 

The other is for the Obama adminis-
tration and the Fed to provide details
about how they will eliminate the budg-
et deficit and avoid inflation once the
recession ends. The second option is
clearly preferable. After all, it is always
better to control one’s own fate. 

Barry Eichengreen is Professor of
Economics at the University of
California, Berkeley.
Copyright: Project Syndicate, 2009. 
www.project-syndicate.org

By: Dmitry Medvedev
President of the Russian Federation

SSince ancient times in Russia
we believe that bread is the
staff of life. This popular
saying has reflected the
very significance for

mankind of such areas as agriculture
and grain production. Food supply is
the main resource of life, while the
level of food production is the primary
measurement of the living standards. 

In this connection Russia is seriously
concerned about the persistent acute
global food crisis. Many factors
contributed to its evolution, among
them the growth of world population as
well as the changing diet patterns,
besides development of biofuel
production from raw produce, climate
change impact, and many other factors.
Last spring food prices in the world
markets increased 55 percent, while
rice prices in Asia almost tripled. 

The spike in the prices on staple
food products severely hit the poor
countries, where the share of the food
costs averages between 50 and 90
percent. The level of hunger in the
world is not decreasing. Today about
950 million are afflicted by famine.
Whereas the point at issue is not just
plain malnutrition, in many cases it is
outright famine. In the 21st century
this should sound especially
outrageous, but such are the facts. In a
number of countries where due to

climatic conditions food production is
underdeveloped the situation remains
extremely unstable.

It is understandable that today the
focus has shifted to the economic
crisis. Yet, food market problems have
not dissipated. Moreover they will
remain to be urgent during the period
of recovery from the crisis. Today
global consumer demand for food
commodities has decreased across the
board. The food basket in the rich
countries has been pruned down and is
cheaper. In the poor countries hunger is
on the rise. 

The "hunger-struck billion", i.e.
those whose incomes according to
international classification are not
enough to receive food products at
even the minimum necessary level, is
already faced with the "golden billion".

Currently, there is a sharp increase in
grain demand, because sustainable
supplies of, and access to it are at the
core of social and economic stability in
a number of developing countries.
Experts assert that by 2030 global
grain consumption is projected to
increase by 30 to 40 percent. It means
that the international community is not
assured against new waves of the food
crisis. 

In this context, we welcome the idea
that hold promise to establish a global
food reserves management system.
Such proposal has been articulated at
the G8 Agricultural Ministers Meeting
in Treviso. Its realization is deemed not

only to facilitate grain supplies in the
form of humanitarian aid to the
countries in need, but also to reduce the
risks of the world food market itself.
Yet, it is important to reach a fair
balance between the benefits of the
export of food surpluses and the
potential "dependency syndrome"
(when regularly "fed" recipient
countries may lose the spur to resolve
existing problems by their own
means).

Grain production is Russia’s
traditional industry, thus its
development determines the
availability of bread products as well
as efficiency of livestock production.
Grain sales incomes form the main
share of the profit of agricultural
producers.

Last year favorable weather
conditions, high natural fertility of
arable lands, and timely government
financial assistance to agriculture
resulted in a record grain output of
recent years that amounted to 108.4
million tonnes. Russia is determined to
pursue this policy even amid the
economic downturn.

I would also like to point out that the
possibilities for expansion of area
under crop in the majority of the
regions of the world have been
exhausted. Meanwhile, Russia is a
leader in terms of area and quality of
agricultural land. That is why since
1889 the International Bureau of
Weights and Measures (Paris) keeps

one cubic meter of Voronezh black soil
– a sample of soil structure and fertility
– next to the platinum meter bar. 

Russia owns 40 percent of overall
black soil – soils with the highest
natural fertility – which represents a
significant competitive advantage.
Moreover, in the conditions of the
current food crisis, development of 20
million hectares of Russian agricultural
land, unused since 1991, could be re-
launched.

With at least 14 percent of areas
under crop, Russia's share in global
grain production is only about 5
percent. In this regard, our prospects as
a world exporter are clear. Effective
use of Russian biological land potential
and the shift to a full-scale production
system matching bioclimatic areas
could present an attractive solution.
However, further studies – that will
involve expert and scientific
community – are needed.

Russia is aware of its responsibility
and is now committed to realize its
enormous agricultural potential and
bring grain production to such a level
as to ensure, together with other major
agricultural producers, food security
for a substantial part of the world
population. 

It is quite feasible to achieve this
goal that seems to be proven by
Russia's re-accession to the "club" of
world's leading wheat exporters. Thus,
in season of 2008/09, Russia is
anticipated to supply about 21 million

tonnes of grains to almost 50 countries.
The high-quality soft wheat is most in
demand, since both developed and
developing countries use it for flour
production. 

Thus, contributing to the global food
security Russian grain substantially
ensures food supply in a number of
countries. Russia intends to expand its
grain supply by entering new South-
East Asia markets (with possible
arrangements for the Eastern
Development Corridor), and diversify
our export mix through raising the
share of processed grain products. 

We are prepared to take additional
measures towards increasing
production efficiency in agriculture,
creating favorable environment for
innovations and access of efficient
agricultural producers to land and
capital. 

Naturally, our priority is the wide
use of innovations in agriculture. We
are ready to support long-term foreign
investments in this area. By
introducing intensive agriculture, using
the technology of grain cultivation and
increasing average crop capacity of
wheat to 2.4 tonnes per hectare
(achieved in 2008), it is possible to
produce 112-115 million tonnes of
grain per year. 

And with input of additional areas
under crop – 133-136 million tonnes.
And today international organizations
face a particularly important task to
form a research program on such issues

as development of technologies and
providing access for all countries. In
particular, the issue of including the
supply of equipment and technologies
into food aid programs for developing
countries to promote domestic agrarian
production is on the agenda.

Agricultural production can be
effective only if there is an appropriate
storage and transportation
infrastructure. Therefore, the most
important task for the near future is to
ensure active support for infrastructure
projects. 

This includes modernizing and
creating new elevator capacities,
developing the transportation system
of transport networks and
transshipment areas in the sea and river
ports. The United Grain Company
created in our country is called to
ensure active State policy in this
respect as well. It will work in the grain
market like any other operator. At the
same time it will fulfill certain State
tasks, such as conducting intervention
operations, as well as supplies under
intergovernmental agreements and
some other.  

All these issues will be discussed at
the World Grain Forum in Saint-
Petersburg in the beginning of June.
Russia has put forward this initiative.
And we are confident that an open
dialogue will give an opportunity to
start solving many extremely
complicated issues in the area of food
supply.

Newsyemen.net, an independent
news website 
Thursday, June 4, 2009 

Top Story 
- DCMF: Yemeni government sacri-

ficed Press freedom in crackdown

There can be no doubt that the Sana’a
authorities have sacrificed press free-
dom in their efforts to control unrest in
the south of the country, the website
quoted the Doha Center for Media
Freedom as saying on Sunday. 

It said that the online journalist
Yahya Bamahfud was freed on 28 May
after being held by the State Security
Service in the town of Mukalla for three
weeks.

“I was interrogated at length about
my ties with several websites that are
censored in Yemen,” the center quoted
Bamahfud as saying. 

He was forced to sign a pledge that
he would not set up any sites or blogs
without the service’s permission, it said.

Several sites that had backed calls for
the independence of the southern
provinces or simply criticised the gov-

ernment had been closed down by their
hosts at the government’s request,
Bamahfud said.

In its comment, the Doha Centre
said: “Another online journalist is still
being held, in blatant disregard for the
most basic human rights. Eight newspa-
pers are officially censored in Yemen.
The army has even been sent with
grenades and machine guns to arrest
journalists.”

“There can be no doubt that the
Sana’a authorities have sacrificed press
freedom in their efforts to control unrest
in the south of the country”, it said. “We
call for an end to official censorship and
unfair arrests.”

It said that Fuad Rashid, owner of
www.mukallapress.com, which is also
censored, was also arrested in Mukalla,
800km east of Sana’a, on 4 May but his
location is still unknown.

Bamahfud, who works for several
news sites like Majalis hadhramout and
Al-Taghyir, both of which are censored,
was arrested at his home by seven men
without a warrant on 11 May. The men
also took his computer, and have still
not given it back, said the center.

On a side note, the website quoted
Amnesty International as saying that
Yemeni Women continued to face dis-
crimination in law and practice and
were inadequately protected against

domestic and other violence. 
In April, parliament reportedly

endorsed legal amendments that bene-
fited women in social security, retire-
ment and holiday allowances. However,
the government failed to address the
wider problem of discrimination
against women. 

In a “shadow” report to the UN
Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women in
advance of its July review of Yemen’s
application of the UN Women’s
Convention, Yemeni women’s rights
organizations highlighted various forms
of discrimination and violence against
women, including abuses such as mar-
riage of girls as young as eight. 

The case concluded against two
police officers prosecuted for raping
Anissa al-Shu’aybi in 2002 while she
was detained in the Criminal
Investigation Department in Sana’a. In
April, the Court of First Instance in
Sana’a acquitted one of the police offi-
cers but convicted the other, imposing a
three-month suspended prison sentence. 

The court also awarded Anissa al-
Shu’aybi compensation of 1 million
Yemeni riyals (approximately
US$5,000). Subsequently, the Appeal
Court acquitted both police officers but
upheld the compensation ruling.

An Amnesty International delegate

visited Yemen in January to attend a
conference concerning Yemeni nation-
als in US custody at
Guant&aacute;namo Bayand secret
detention sites operated by the US gov-
ernment.

26September.net affiliated with
Yemeni Army 
Wednesday, June 3, 2009 

Top Story
- President Saleh: My visit to Saudi

Arabia was successful and fruitful 

“My visit to Saudi Arabia was suc-
cessful and fruitful by all standards and
it serves interests of the two brotherly
peoples at various levels”, the website
quoted Saleh as saying.

According to the website, President
Ali Abdullah Saleh returned on
Monday to Taiz city after a successful
visit to Saudi Arabia in which he met
with Saudi King Abdullah Bin Abdul
Aziz Al Saud.  It added that President
Saleh and King Abdullah held talks on
means of strengthening the brotherly
relations and the joint cooperation areas

between Yemen and the Kingdom at
various levels.

The two leaders also highlighted the
latest developments in the Arab region,
topped by strengthening Arab solidarity
and coordinating the joint efforts
towards combating terrorism and sea
piracy.

Departing the Saudi city, Jeddah,
Saleh expressed his thanks and deep
appreciation to King Abdullah and the
Saudi people for the good hospitality
given to him during his visit to the
Kingdom.

He added that he found a great enthu-
siasm by the Saudi brothers in front of
them King Abdullah, who expressed his
keenness on pushing forwards the joint
cooperation between the two countries
in various fields so as to achieve inspi-
ration and interests of both brotherly
peoples and his eagerness to support
Yemen and its security, stability and
unity.

President confirmed the two coun-
tries’ viewpoints were identical towards
all issues that concern both states and
the Arab nation, particularly achieving
the Arab conciliation, the developments
of the peace process and the risks
affecting the Arab national security
among them conditions in Somalia, ter-
rorism piracy. 

President Saleh concluded his state-

ment saying “We hope this relationship
become stronger day after day so as to
serve the interests of Yemeni and Saudi
peoples”.

On a side note, the website reported
that Saleh attended on Tuesday the 4th
National Conference on Child at the
University of Taiz.

Focusing on the Early Childhood:
The Present and the Future is the theme
of the 4th National Conference on
Child, which is held under the auspices
of Rehabilitation and Educational
Development Center, Office of Social
Affairs and Labor, UNICEF and Hayel
Saeed Group of Companies on June 2-
June 4, 2009 at the University of Taiz.

The Conference theme, the Early
Childhood: The Present and the Future,
reflects to tackle a wide range of issues
on childhood.

It emphasizes the need for absorption
the outputs of previous conferences and
adoption of kindergarten project at the
University of Taiz.

It highlights to release educational
legislation to organizing the education-
al institutions for the early childhood
stage and support for Rehabilitation and
Educational Development Center with
funds allowed to preparing babysitters
according to special training programs
that improving performance in various
aspects.

Grain market development
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JOB VACANCY
The Embassy of the United States of America announces for immediate job opening within its
organization.

�Telephone Technician/Radio/Internet Specialist�
BASIC FUNCTION OF POSITION
The Incumbent works as the Telephone, Radio and Internet Technician for the Embassy and ICASS
subscribers. This position is under the direct supervision of the Information Management Officer and is
directly responsible for the maintenance and repair of all telephone and radio equipment. The position is
responsible for installing and maintaining and troubleshooting ASDL connections throughout the Mission
and all Embassy housing. The incumbent assists the IMO and the senior technician with the
maintenance, repair and administration of the entire Mission’s E&E radio system.

QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED

A. Education:  Completion of high school and vocational-technical education and Technical classes in
radio-telephone system is required 

B.  Prior Work Experience: Combined minimum of 8 years of telephone, radio, and Internet experience 

C. Post Entry Training: Nortel Meridian 61C telephone PBX installation and maintenance courses.
Motorola Radio Systems Training. Office 2000/2003, A+ and  Network+

D. Language Proficiency: Arabic and English (level III) reading, speaking and writing.

E. Job Knowledge: Interfaces with the local telephone company, Internet Service Providers
(Yemen Net), and the Ministry of Communications. In addition incumbent will deal with embassy
sections (GSO, FMO, FMM), and all embassy clients using internet services.

F. Skills and Abilities: Computer skills and use of Manual tools is required. Professional Skills: Valid
Yemen Drivers License with a proven ability to drive.

Grade/Salary: 40 hours workweek (Basic probationary beginning annual salary (FSN-06-T) of US$
7,680. Promotion to the next grade (FSN-07) Full Performance Level of US$ 9,173 after
satisfactory completion of a minimum period of 12 months plus $1,500 allowances. 

Detailed Position Description is available at the http://yemen.usembassy.gov/yemen/vacancies.html

How to apply: Interested applicants should complete OF-612 or submit a current C.V. with a letter of
application that addresses the qualification requirements of the position as listed above to Human
Resources Office, American Embassy, Dhahr Himyar Street, Sanaa or via Fax No. 303-182 or through
e-mail hrosanaa@state.gov not later than June 22, 2009.

* NOTE: ALL ORDINARILY RESIDENT APPLICANTS MUST BE RESIDING IN COUNTRY AND HAVE
THE REQUIRED WORK AND RESIDENCY PERMITS TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR CONSIDERATION.

Training and Grants Coordinator,
Engaging Media in Social Issues in Yemen

Program Background:
The EMCAR program focuses on three main objectives to increase the capacity of Yemeni
media and CSOs: (1) enhancing the ability of national and local media to provide accurate
reporting on social issues; (2) developing the advocacy and leadership skills of CSOs, with a
specific emphasis on engaging the media to disseminate their messages; and (3) promoting
national and local media campaigns on social issues to empower CSOs to disseminate their
messages.

Location: Sana’a

Position Summary: 
CHF International seeks an experienced Training and Grants Coordinator to oversee EMCAR
program training and subgrant activities, in coordination with the Program Manager. 

Program Responsibilities:
• Coordinate training activities for media professionals with Yemeni trainers and local

stakeholders; 
• Identify additional trainings, if necessary; 
• Participate in grant selection process;
• Provide monitoring and guidance to subgrantee CSOs on an ongoing basis; and
• Maintain records to feed into performance monitoring and evaluation plan. 

Qualifications:
• Bachelor’s degree with 4-5 years of experience in grants management and organizing

or delivering training; 
• Knowledge and experience with NGO development programs, working with

international organizations, and grants programs; and
• Knowledge and experience in standard Microsoft Office products; and
• English and Arabic fluency required (spoken and written).

Duration: Length of contract is approximately 5 months in length; the program closes in late
November, 2009. 

Submission Guidelines:
Applications should be submitted to chfyemen@gmail.com. Applications submitted after
06/15/09 will not be considered. Only short listed candidates will be contacted.

Application should consist of a one page cover letter and detailed CV. Cover letter should
include the applicant’s earliest date of availability to begin work with CHF.

Job opportunity
The Arabian Yemen Cement Company Limited announces for
immediate full-time job opening within it’s plant in Mukalla .
Hadramout . R .O Yemen.

With the following qualifications:

• University Degree related to field (BBA , MBA , B-Com)
• Minimum 3-5 years of experience in marketing & sales    
• Good in both languages Arabic & English                          
• Good knowledge on computer application ( MS Word , MS

Excel….etc) knowing ERP would be preferred.

Note: Interested are required to send their applications along 
C.V by e-mail to recruit@ayccl.com. please write the job title in the
email Subject, and only short list will be contacted .

Deadline: 15th june. 2009

Local Export & Territory Sales

Shipping & Customs Specialist

Marketing & Customer Service
Specialist

Post No .or Vacancy

3

1

1

S. No

1

2

3
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By: Nadia Al-Sakkaf

WWith 46 percent of
Yemeni children
under five under-
weight, 12 percent
suffering from wast-

ing disease, and 53 percent from stunted
growth, it is a mystery why Yemeni
women do not breastfeed their children
for two full years, or at least exclusively
for the first six months.   

The percentage of exclusive breast-
feeding for the first six months has
decreased from 24.5 percent in 1997 to
only 12 percent in 2007. 

This decrease has alerted both the
Yemeni Ministry of Health and con-
cerned organizations like UNICEF. 

A 1991-92 survey conducted by the
Ministry of Health concluded that about
7 in 10 women know that breastfeeding
can be a natural contraceptive in the first
six months after a child is born.  As a
result, even children who do breastfeed
may have reduced health benefits
because their mothers supplement the
breast milk with other, less nutritious,
foods.  Many Yemeni women consider
breastfeeding a contraceptive method,
rather than an exclusive form of nutrition
for their children. 

According to Dr. Najeebah Ba-
Hubaish, a specialist in community med-
icine, about one in five women has  used
breastfeeding to avoid pregnancy, and 8

percent currently relay on breastfeeding
as a contraceptive method. 

New mothers often do not consider
exclusive breastfeeding  important for
their children because of high illiteracy
rates and the influence of formula adver-
tisement in media.

In January 2002, the Prime Minister of
Yemen adopted the Breastfeeding
Promotion and Protection Regulations.
The regulations apply to infant formula,
dairy and other food products for chil-
dren under two years old, as well as feed-
ing bottles and dummies (pacifiers).

Manufacturers and distributors of
these products may not advertise or pro-
mote them in any way. They are also pro-
hibited from providing samples of these
products or distributing promotional gifts
or materials to the public. Moreover,
healthcare facilities may not be used for
advertising, displaying or distributing the
products according to the regulations.

Moreover, the regulations dictate that
information or educational materials on
infant and young child nutrition or  nutri-
tion for pregnant and lactating women
may not be issued without the approval
of the Ministry of Public Health and
Population.

Despite the regulations there has been
a 10 percent decrease in exclusive breast-
feeding in Yemen, and Yemeni children
remain vulnerable to malnutrition and
week stamina. 

"Infants are six to 25 times more like-
ly to die of diarrhea, four times more
likely to die of pneumonia and half of all
Yemeni children are malnourished," said
Naseem Ur-Rehman, UNICEF in
Yemen's chief communications and
information officer, while celebrating
World Breastfeeding Week last year.
"Exclusive breastfeeding can help this."

According to UNICEF's State of the
World's Children report for 2008, the rate
of exclusive breastfeeding in the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA) was 28
percent, a whole 10 percentage points
below the average for developing coun-
tries. The MENA region is also lagging
behind sub-Saharan Africa, where cur-
rent rates of exclusive breastfeeding are

between 30 and 39 percent.
Dhekra Annuzaili, UNICEF in

Yemen's nutrition program officer,
explained that breastfeeding is also eco-
nomical for Yemeni families, especially
since infant formula prices are high. She
described the main threats to breastfeed-
ing as 1) poor feeding practices for
infants and young children, 2) promo-
tions from formula companies and 3) a
lack of political commitment to change
the situation. 

It's not always easy for a mother to
breastfeed. The pressure of family
responsibilities, restrictions in the work-
place, and social expectations can, and
often do, interfere with a mother's prefer-
ence to exclusively breastfeed her chil-
dren. 

Social misconceptions that herbs or
liquid food are healthy for newborns or
infants under 1-year-old also affect new
mother’s decisions to exclusively breast-
feed.

“When I had my first child, my moth-
er told me that if my 3-month-old baby is
crying a lot he probably has gas and I
should give him chamomile tea with lit-
tle sugar in a bottle,” explained Wahbiya
Yahya, a mother of four. “It worked, and
I have given it to all my children and
don’t feel that this has harmed them at
all.”

Some other women, because they
work or have to leave their children with
others temporary give their children
breast milk in a bottle.  They find that
eventually the children  prefer the bottle
to feeding directly from their mothers.

“I had to go back to work, so I left
breast milk in a bottle for my daughter.
Eventually, she started refusing to take
milk from me and gradually my milk fin-
ished.  I have had to give her formula
since she was 7 months old,” said Hanan
Ahmed, a working mother. 

Consequently, nationwide awareness
on the importance of breastfeeding, espe-

cially exclusively for the first six months,
has been a priority for the Ministry of
Health and other organizations that care
for mothers and children. Breastfeeding
has been advocated not only for the sake
of children’s health, but also for mothers.

Dr. Mohammed Ali, working
at the Ministry of Health, says that exclu-
sive breastfeeding reduces deaths from
common childhood illnesses such as
diarrhea or pneumonia. It also encour-
ages quicker recoveries from illnesses.

Breast milk also has anti-allergic prop-
erties, unlike other types of milk. Thus,
infants who feed exclusively on human
milk are much less susceptible to dis-
eases like infant eczema (an itchy rash on
all or part of the body) and allergic rhini-
tis (inflammation of the nose).

Additionally, breastfed infants are less
likely to get rickets, a disease occurring
as a result of a calcium shortage in the
body because breast milk contains dou-
ble the vitamin D of cow’s milk. Infants
who feed on human milk are also less
likely to suffer from iron deficiencies
because human milk contains 1.5 times
the amount of iron of cow’s milk.

He added that breastfeeding also has
many health advantages for mothers. For
example, it helps space children by
delaying menstruation, since women
who breastfeed exclusively usually do
not become pregnant within six months
of giving birth. Women who do not
breastfeed may get pregnant as soon as a
month and a half after delivery. Family
planning is essential for a mother’s
health, as well as for a child’s proper
growth. 

Breastfeeding also reduces the risk of
ovarian and breast cancer in mothers.

The 2002 Yemen Regulations for
Promoting Breastfeeding includes the

Ten Steps to Successful Breastfeeding,
which is promoted at various government
and non-government functions.  The
rules mandate that mothers in hospitals
and health centers are to be advised about
the necessity of initiating breastfeeding
immediately after delivery, and babies
are to be fed nothing but colostrums and
breast milk, except in special cases under
the supervision of a doctor.  Mothers are
also to be educated about the advantages
of breastfeeding, how to maintain their
breast milk supply and the role of breast-
feeding in child spacing. The health care
system is required to encourage exclu-
sive breastfeeding for children up to six
months old, recommend the use of a cup
and spoon after that, and ban the use of
feeding bottles.

Additionally, Article 15 of the regula-
tions obliges healthcare professionals to
advise mothers on the necessity of start-
ing breastfeeding immediately after
delivery, and make sure the mothers have
the means and the ability to do it proper-
ly. Moreover, feeding a new born or
infant with anything other than
colostrums and breast milk is prohibited
in hospitals. Water, any other fluids or
milk-substitutes shall not be given to the
child from a feeding bottle while the
child and mother are in the hospital or
health center, except in special cases and
under the supervision of a doctor.

The regulations also prohibit giving
mothers any medication that reduces
breast milk supply, except in an extreme
case identified by a doctor.
Contraceptives that contain estrogen may
not be given to the mother, particularly
during the first six months after the child
is born, since it might reduce her breast
milk supply during the time when the
child is totally dependent on it.

Exclusive breastfeeding an effective 
solution for Yemeni infants with malnutrition

By: Salma Ismail

KKhalid stands at the Suq Al-
Milh in the Old City of
Sana'a taking in the smells
of fried samboosa, falafel,
French fries, zalabiya,

khameera and khubz al-taawa. The
famous snacks are outsold by 09:00
every day. They all taste so good, but is
the oil they are all drenched in healthy?
Like many Yemenis, he is unaware of the
different types of fat and the different
effects they have on his body. He gets his
package and leaves with an ignorant
smile on his face.

Although fat is an essential part of the
diet, lots of people eat more than they
need or is good for them. Lack of aware-
ness and a high illiteracy in the country
are to blame.

We do need fats in our diets as they
help with nutrient absorption and nerve
transmission, but eat too much and they
can contribute to weight gain, heart dis-
ease and even certain types of cancer. 

Fats are not created equal. Some fats
are good for our health while others
increase our risk of heart disease. The
key is to replace bad fats with good fats
in your daily diet.

There are two main types of fat found
in food – saturated and unsaturated.
Eating a diet that is high in saturated fat,
over time can raise the level of choles-
terol in your blood.

Worldwide, coronary heart disease
killed more than 7.6 million people in
2005. The only cardiac centre in the
country is at the Al-Thawra Hospital
General Teaching Hospital in Sana'a.
Overcrowded and understaffed, it
receives no less than 150 patients a day,
thus overwhelming resources, according
to Dr. Aziz Saleh Al-Zindani, Head of the
Cardiac Center. 

However, without a Yemeni Heart
Association, the country lacks specific
information related to the prevalence of
cardio-vascular disease.

With the 2009 Yemeni budget plan
allocating only 5.7 percent of general
expenditure to health services, according
a recent analysis by the Civil Society
Organizations Network for
Development, understanding fats and
choosing food wisely is essential to
avoid having to see a doctor altogether.

Is cholesterol bad?
Surprisingly, cholesterol itself isn't bad.
In fact, cholesterol is just one of the
many substances created and used by our
bodies to keep us healthy. Some of the
cholesterol we need is produced natural-
ly, and can depend on your family's
health history, while some of it comes
from the food we eat.

There are two main types of choles-
terol to be concerned about: high-density
lipoproteins (HDL) and low-density
lipoproteins (LDL). 

High levels of LDL in the blood are
considered to be bad. These lipoproteins
leave cholesterol deposits on arterial
walls. The cholesterol hardens into a

waxy substance called plaque. Over
time, the plaques narrow the opening of
the affected vessel leaving blood less
space to flow freely. 

Those cholesterol plaques could break
free from the walls of the arteries and
with other substances, lodge in a smaller
vessel causing a stroke, heart attack, or
pulmonary embolism, which is a blot
clot in the lung. 

High levels of HDL in the blood are
considered to be good. These lipopro-
teins remove cholesterol from arterial
walls before they can form life-threaten-
ing plaques. The cholesterol is returned
to the liver. The arteries are kept free
from anything that might hinder blood
flow to the organs of the body.

Within the category of cholesterol-
containing foods, there are those that are
cholesterol-high foods, while some may
contain lesser amounts of cholesterol.
Egg yolks as opposed to egg whites con-
tain a very high amount of cholesterol.
But of late, research has lead doctors to
believe that egg yolks increase the HDL
cholesterol, which is good for your heart,
and not the LDL cholesterol that is bad
for you.

Eating a diet that contains plenty of
soluble fiber could also help to reduce
the amount of cholesterol in the blood.
Good sources of soluble fiber include
oats, beans, peas, lentils, chickpeas, fruit
and vegetables.

Saturated Fat
Saturated fats raise total blood choles-
terol as well as LDL cholesterol, the bad
cholesterol. In general, the main sources
of saturated fat are from animal products:
red meat and whole-milk dairy products,
including cheese, sour cream, ice cream
and butter. But there are also plant-based
sources of saturated fat, principally
coconut oil and coconut milk, palm ker-
nel oil, cocoa butter, and palm oil. 

Even though they are vegetable oils
and have no cholesterol, they are high in
saturated fats. And while you probably

don’t go to the supermarket and buy
these, these plant-based saturated fats
crop up in a number of commercially
prepared products. Cocoa butter is in
chocolate. Coconut oil and palm oils are
in anything from non-dairy whipped top-
pings and coffee creamers, to cookies
and cakes. 

Unsaturated fat: the good fat
Unsaturated fat helps fight the very dis-
eases that consuming excess fat is said to
cause. These unsaturated fats are divided
into monounsaturated fats and polyun-
saturated fats, and both types are thought
to have beneficial effects on cholesterol
levels. 

Mono-unsaturated fats help lower
LDL (bad) cholesterol while also boost-
ing HDL (good) cholesterol.
Polyunsaturated fats are also thought to
help lower total and bad cholesterol. But
mono-unsaturated fats tend to be favored
over poly-unsaturated fats because some
research suggests that polyunsaturated
fats are less stable, and can reduce levels
of good cholesterol as well as bad. 

But let's not ignore poly-unsaturated
fats. These are often a good source of
omega-3 fatty acids, found mostly in
cold-water fish, nuts, oils and seeds, and
also in dark leafy greens, flaxseed oils
and some vegetable oils. 

One kind of omega-3 fatty acid is an
"essential fatty acid," which cannot be
manufactured by our bodies, so eating
these foods is the only way to get them.
Omega-3 fatty acids are thought to lower
blood pressure, combat LDL cholesterol,
fight inflammation and protect the brain
and nervous system. 

While unsaturated fats – both
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated-
are beneficial when consumed in moder-
ation, saturated fat and trans-fat are not.
Saturated fat and trans-fat raise the level
of LDL or "bad" cholesterol. Therefore,
it is advisable to choose foods low in
both saturated and trans-fats as part of a
healthy diet.

Trans-fat: the man-made fat
When it comes to fat, trans-fat -also
called trans-fatty acids- is considered by
some doctors to be the worst of all fats
because of its blow on your cholesterol
levels. Unlike other fats, trans-fat both
raises your "bad" LDL cholesterol and
lowers your "good" HDL cholesterol.
Trans-fats may be mono-unsaturated or
poly-unsaturated, but never saturated.

Manufacturers like using trans-fats in
their foods because they’re easy to use,
inexpensive to produce and last a long
time. Trans-fats give foods a desirable
taste and texture.  Many restaurants and
fast-food outlets use trans-fats to deep-
fry foods because oils with trans-fats can
be used many times in commercial fry-
ers.

Trans-fats were invented as scientists
began to hydrogenate fat, a process in
which liquid vegetable oils are converted
into solid fats. This enables them to with-
stand better the food production process
and boast a longer shelf life for the prod-
ucts that contain them, so they stay in the
supermarket for months or even years. 

As a result of hydrogenation, trans-
fatty acids are formed. The latter are
found in many processed foods such as
many margarines, biscuits, cakes and
pies. 

They are also found in commercially-
fried food such as French fries or chick-
en from some fast food chains, packaged
snacks such as microwaved popcorn, as
well as in vegetable shortening and hard-
stick margarine.

Unlike other dietary fats, trans-fats are
not essential, and they do not promote
good health, according to the US Food
and Nutrition Board, at the Institute of
Medicine of the National Academies. 

The consumption of trans-fats increas-
es one's risk of coronary heart disease by
raising levels of "bad" LDL cholesterol
and lowering levels of "good" HDL cho-
lesterol, according to the US Mayo
Foundation for Medical Education and

Research Health.
Authorities worldwide recommend

that consumption of trans-fat be reduced
to trace amounts. Trans-fats from partial-
ly hydrogenated oils are more harmful
than naturally occurring oils.

Researchers at Harvard’s School of
Public Health estimated that trans-fats
contribute to 30,000 deaths a year in the
US.

Cutting down on "bad fat"
While shopping at your local supermar-
ket, it's easy to check the label for satu-
rated fat. Although these are sometimes
disguised under the terms "saturates" or
"sat fat," food labels which tell you how
much saturated fat is in the food. More
than 5g sat fat per 100g is a high level,
while 1.5g sat fat per 100g is low. If the
amount of sat fat per 100g is in between
these figures, then it is a medium level.

You can also spot trans-fats by reading
ingredient lists and looking for the ingre-
dients referred to as “partially-hydro-
genated oils.” In particular, look for "par-
tially hydrogenated" vegetable oil,
another term for trans-fat. The word
"shortening" also is a clue: Shortening
contains some trans-fat.

In saturated fats, trans-fats and choles-
terol – such as canola oil, corn oil, olive
oil, safflower oil, sesame oil, soybean oil
and sunflower oil – but use them spar-
ingly, because they contain 120 calories
per tablespoon.  Stay away from coconut
oil, palm oil, and palm kernel oil.  Even
though they are vegetable oils and have
no cholesterol, they are high in saturated
fats. 

So the next time you decide to indulge
in falafels or samboosa, try to ask the
type of oil it was fried in. Steer away
from them, if they don't know what type. 

Checking your food labels is also a
must. However, living healthy isn’t only
about making healthy food choices, you
need to practice moderation, eat a wide
variety of foods and get enough physical
activity.

Good fats, bad fats, and fats that kill

Although olive oil is considered to be
a healthy fat, it should be consumed
sparingly. It contains 120 calories per
teaspoon.

The Family Health Survey 2003
says that 16 percent of children
under 4 months old, and only 12
percent of children under 6
months old are exclusively
breast fed. The rate of regular
complementary feeding for
infants between 6 and 9 months
old is 76 percent.
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INVITATION FOR BID
ADEN REFINERY COMPANY (ARC) INVITES LOCAL CONTRACTORS CLASSIFIED
IN GRADE (1)AND FOREIGN CONTRACTING COMPANIES WHO CAN DEMONSTRATE
THAT THEY ARE SUITABLY QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED IN TURN-KEY PROJECTS

AS A PRIME CONTRACTOR TO SUBMIT BIDS FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF ADEN REFINERY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

• INTENDING BIDDERS MAY OBTAIN THE TENDER DOCUMENTS IN ENGLISH
LANGUAGE FROM THE PROJECT DEPARTMENT AT (ARC) HEADQUARTER, ADEN,
UPON PAYMENT OF NON-REFUNDABLE FEE     (500 USD)

• BIDDERS SHOULD SUBMIT THEIR SEALED OFFERS, ONE ORIGINAL + TWO
COPIES , TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS

ADEN REFINERY COMPANY
REFINER MANAGER, CHAIRMAN OF TENDER BOARD

LITTLE ADEN , ADEN
TEL: + 967 2 376258 FAX + 967 2 376600

BIDS MUST REACH THE HEADQUARTER OF (ARC) BEFORE 11:00 HOURS ON 1.9.2009
LATE BIDS WILL BE REJECTED
BIDS WILL BE OPENED IN THE PRESENCE OF BIDDERS REPRESENTATIVES WHO CHOSE
TO ATTEND AT 11:00 HOURS ON 1/9/2009
BIDS WILL BE PRETIMINARY QUALIFIED TO COMPLY WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS TO
TENDERERS 

• BID SECURITY IN THE SUM OF 2.5%  OF THE TENDER VALUE VALLD FOR 90
DAYS FROM THE DATE OF BIDS OPPENNING OBTAINED FROM A LOCALLY
REGSTERED BANK OR IN THE FORM OF A CERTIFIED CHECK.

• DETAILS OF SIMILAR PROJECTS CARRIED OUT WITHIN THE PAST FIVE YEARS
AS A PRIME  CONTRACTOR, DETAILS OF THE CLIENTS FOR WHOM THE WORK
WAS UNDERTAKEN 

THE LOCAL BIDDER SHALL ACCOMPANY BY HIS BID THE FOLLOWING
• CERTIFICATE OF GRADE(1) CONTRACTOR
• VALID TAX CARD
• VALID INSURANCE CARD
• VALID COMMERCIAL REGISTRY CERTIFICATE

FOREIGN BIDDER SHALL ACCOMPANY BY HIS BID THE FOLLOWING:
• A VALID COMPANY REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
• A VALID CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE.

THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER WILL BE OBLIGED TO PAY A CITY SERVICES FEES IN THE
SUM OF 1% OF THE BID  VALUE A. ANY TAXES , DUTES, LEVEIS RELATED TO THE
WORKS SHALL BE PAID BY SUCCESSFUL CONTRACTOR TO ACCORDING  LAWS OF THE
REPUBLIC OF YEMEN
ARC WILL FACILITATE A SITE VISIT FOR CLIGIBLE BIDDERS UPON THEIR REQUEST ,
INTENDING BIDDERS MAY OBTAIN FURTHER INFORMATION FROM THE FOLLOWING
CONTACT ADDRESS ( SAT-WED 7:00a.m-4.00p.m.)

ADEN REFINERY COMPANY
MANAGER PROJECTS
LITTLE ADEN , ADEN

TEL : + 967 2 376231 FAX + 967 2 376600
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¥LJs �Kd«̈�Os �w «��IbÂ �KLMUÆBW «��Bu‰ ́Kv «�L�LúW «�JU±KW �u£Uzo  «�LMUÆBW (°U�KGW «ù��KOe¥W ±s ¦œ«̧…

«�LAU̧¥l °AdØW ±BU�w ́bÊ  ±IU°q ̧ßr ËÆb¸Á(005œËô¸ ) ô¥dœ.

¥�r ¢Ib¥r «�FDU¡«‹ �w ±EU̧¥n ±ª�u±W ±s ¤Åq + �ºª�Os Æ�q «�ºÚW 11 Å�U•U ±s ¥uÂ «��ö£U¡ «�Lu«�o
(1/9/9002)́Kv «�FMu«Ê «��U�w

®dØW ±BU�w ́bÊ±b¥d «�LBU�w - ̧zOf ��MW «�LMUÆBU‹
¢KHuÊ 8526732769+  �UØf  0066732679+

ßO�r ��̀ «�LEU̧¥n °�Cu¸ ±MbË°w «�LIUË�Os Ë«�AdØU‹ «�L�Ib±W �KLMUÆBW ( •ºV ̧¨��Nr) Ë–�p �w «�ºÚW 11

Å�U•U ±s ¥uÂ «��ö£U¡ «�Lu«�o(1/9/9002)  Ë�s ¥�r ¦ß�öÂ ¤Í ́DU¡ ¥Bq °Fb «�LNKW «�L�bœ….

�s ¥MEd �w «�FDU¡«‹ «�LIb±W ±U�r ¢Js ±º�u�OW ��FKOLU‹ «�LMUÆBW Ë́Kv «�L�Ib±Os ¢ºOKr ́DU¡«¢Nr ±B�u°W °U�u£Uzo

«��U�OW.
¢Q±Os ¦°�b«zw ô¥Iq ́s 5.2 % ±s ÆOLW «�FDU¡ °u«ßDW {LU�W °MJOW ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰ �Lb… ô¢Iq ́s 021 ¥u±U ±s ¢U̧¥a

��̀ «�LEU̧¥n ¤Ë ®Op ±I�u‰ «�b�l ±s ¤•b «��Mu„ «�LF�Lb…

°OU�U‹ «�ª�d…  «�ºU°IW �w ¢MHOc «�LAU̧¥l «�LLU£KW îö‰ «�ªLf ßMu«‹ «�LU{OW ØLIUË‰ ̧zOºw Ë«��NU‹ «�LMHc… �NU

¢Kp «�LAU̧¥l.

´Kv «�AdØU‹ Ë«�LIUË�Os «�L�KOOs ¦̧�U‚ ́DU¡«¢Nr °LU¥Kw
®NUœ… «��BMOn �w «�b§̧W«_Ë�v ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰

«��DUÆW «�Cd¥�OW(ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)«��DUÆW «��Q±OMOW(ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)

®NUœ… ±e«Ë�W «�LNMW (ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)

´Kv «�AdØU‹ «_§M�OW  ¦̧�U‚ ́DU¡«¢Nr °LU¥Kw
®NUœ… ¢Q±Os(ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)

®NUœ… «�º�q «���U̧Í(ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)Í

¥K�eÂ ÅU•V «�FDU¡ «�HUze °U�LMUÆBW °b�l 1% ±s ÆOLW «�FDU¡ ØdßuÂ  ¢�ºOs «�L�U�EW , ØLU¥K�eÂ °ºb«œ ¤¥W {d«zV

¤Ë ̧ßuÂ ±d¢�DW °�MHOc  «�LAdËŸ Ë°�ºV «�Iu«�Os «�MU�c… �w «��LNu¸¥W «�OLMOW.

�öß�HºU̧ ¤Ë «��ºOo �e¥U̧… «�LuÆl ¤£MU¡ ¦́b«œ «�FDU¡«‹ �ö¢BU‰ °U�FMu«Ê «��U�w:(«�º�X ¦�v «ô¸°FU¡ ±s «�ºÚW

Å�U•U7 ¦�v 4B́d«)

®dØW ±BU�w ́bÊ- ±b¥d ¦œ«̧… «�LAU̧¥l
¢KHuÊ 1326732769+ �UØf 0066732769+



Dr. Terry Lacey 

IIndonesia is exploring new
paths and has taken the Silk
Road to help avoid recession,
quickly expanding economic
relationships with non-

traditional trading partners like
Azerbaijan and looking for new deals
with the Central Asian Republics on oil
and gas, commodities, relatively low
cost manufactures from Indonesia and
tourism.

Whilst Japan, Malaysia, Singapore,
Thailand and now South Korea have
hit recession and downturn following
the October 2008 Western banking and
financial collapse, Indonesia
maintained growth at 6.1 percent in
2008 and at 4.5 percent in 2009. 

The total value of Azerbaijan-

Indonesian bilateral trade expanded
from only $2.25 millions in 2007, to
$396 millions in 2007 to $1,4 billion in
2008. 

There are three main reasons why
Indonesia has avoided recession and is
now a key global economy with
growth, size and confidence.  

First the size of the 235 million
strong Indonesian internal market with
an estimated Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) in terms of purchasing power of
$908 billions in 2008, whilst 70
percent of GDP growth reflects internal
consumer demand.

Andry Asmoro of Bahana Securities
reported recently (Jakarta Post
22.05.09) that the Consumer
Confidence Index (CCI) rose to 102.5
in April, its highest level since 2005.
So although exports and imports
dropped 19 percent and 24 percent

respectively, consumer demand has
remained high and people are buying
more local goods.

Martin Jenkins, analyst at
Danareksa Research Institute said
Thursday May 28th (Jakarta Post) that
the Jakarta Composite (Stock
Exchange) Index rose 40 percent this
year, the Business Sentiment Index
(BSI) hit 117.4 and the Business
Confidence in Government Index
(BGGI) increased from 76.4 in May
2008 to 130.8 now.

Second the government has pursued
a policy of trade and investment
diversification, reflecting increased
South-South co-operation partly via
ASEAN and increasing economic links
between member states of the
Organization of Islamic Conference. 

So increased trade with Azerbaijan
fits in with this medium term policy

framework which has been accentuated
by the October 2008 Western economic
collapse and global economic
downturn, but the diplomatic and
commercial push into non-traditional
markets, both for imports and exports,
was already under way. 

Thirdly the Indonesian economy has
been saved from the full ravages of a
global crisis by somewhat selectively
welcoming the benefits of free trade
and globalization whilst holding onto a
strongly state-backed and state-run
economy, with 200 State Owned
Enterprises (SOEs) with assets of
$170.5 billions representing up to 40
percent of nominal GDP, backed by an
annual state budget rapidly
approaching $100 billions per year.
This is neither a classic capitalist
globalized economy nor an old-
fashioned state-centralized economy,

but a pragmatic compromise between
the two.

For Azerbaijan and all the new
Central Asian Republics the
Indonesian economic model offers an
understandable parallel to their own
transition from a state centralized
economy to a market economy.

Azerbaijan with a population of 8
million and GDP by purchasing power
of $74 billion is therefore a natural
trading and economic partner for
Indonesia. 

Ibrahim A Hajiyev, the Azerbaijan
Ambassador to Indonesia interviewed
recently by Veeramalla Anjaiah of the
Jakarta Post (28.05.09) explained the
bulk of bilateral trade reflected
Azerbaijan exports of oil to Indonesia,
which is now a net importer. 

Indonesian exports to Azerbaijan are
based on crude palm oil (CPO) and

aluminium fluorides, but there is good
potential to expand CPO exports,
possibly to sell lower cost garments
and shoes to Azerbaijan and to promote
tourism to Indonesia, plus maybe a
market for Indonesian skilled labor in
Azerbaijan.

Indonesia has been dynamic in
striking up new energy deals with Iran
and Azerbaijan as well as investing in
oil and gas development in Libya. 

This is the right time for Indonesia to
explore new directions and to travel the
silk road to look for new investment
and trading opportunities in
partnership with Azerbaijan and the
other Central Asian Republics. 

Terry Lacey is a development
economist who writes from Jakarta on
modernization in the Muslim world,
investment and trade relations with the
EU and Islamic banking.

By MEHDI IDAR

BBouteflika's speech calling
for a more open media,
was met with groups
demanding an end to the
imprisonment law for

journalists. 
ALGIERS, May 19, 2009 (MENAS-

SAT) -  In Abdul Aziz Bouteflika’s last
speech, which coincided with World
Press Day on May 3, the Algerian
President stressed the importance of
passing new laws that will improve
media standards in the country.  

In response, a number of political
parties, governmental officials and
activists took the opportunity to
demand the abolition of Article 144-bis
- a clause that allows for the imprison-
ment of journalists. 

The president's speech praised the
Algerian media talents abroad and their
ability to prove themselves in some of
the biggest Arab and foreign media
institutions. He also stated that media
workers should continue to report on
the social problems in the country,
pointing out the favoritism, bureaucra-
cy and corruption that takes place, and
the role the local media plays in cover-
ing these issues. 

Yet, media workers and rights-
groups say they are still not protected
under the law. 

"It's time to protect journalists" 
The ongoing discussion to change the
law was reopened when Farouq
Qostantini, head of the Consulting
Committee to Protect Human Rights,
asked that the government replace the

imprisonment clause with fines.
“The aim is to encourage journalists

to speak freely and participate in fight-
ing corruption and bribes,” he said. 

Secretary-General of the Labor
Party, Louisa Hannoun, voiced similar
demands at a press conference at the
International Press Center in Algiers,
saying that it is time to pass a law pro-
tecting journalists in Algeria.

She demanded the abolition of
Article 144-bis, which provides for jail
sentences of two to 12 months and
fines ranging from 50,000 to 250,000
dinars(about 1000 to 5000 US dollars)
for any "attack on the state president in
terms containing insult or defamation,
whether in writing, drawing or speech,
irrespective of the medium used:
sound, image, electronic or computer,
or any other."

The prosecutor can also institute
proceedings directly, without first fil-
ing a complaint. In cases of a second
offence, jail sentences and fines are
doubled. All these sanctions are also
applicable to offences against "parlia-
ment or one of its two chambers, the
ANP [the army], any public institution

or any other constituent body."
The law, Hannoun said, incriminates

the journalist, and along with the for-
eign financial support that is given to
the local press, the media has become
"deprived of the minimum level of
freedom and independence.”

Algerian press still awaits freedom
Head of the Parliament, Abdul Aziz
Ziyadi, also called for greater subjec-
tivity in the media.

He said that the media should “work
on spreading peace, compassion and
cooperation, and fight all the problems
threatening Algerian society.”

“The council celebrates this occa-
sion (World Press Day) with you.
Media institutions come from the peo-
ple and can only work properly by
building bridges of communication."

“Celebrating the Algerian media
reminds us of the journalists who were
killed by the crimes during the ‘90s cri-
sis. The dreams of your fellow journal-
ists were big, and their love for Algeria
was even bigger. They left us, but their
memory and the roles that they played
never will.”

In response to the demands,
Communication Minister Ezzedine
Mayhoubi said that the government
will review the articles concerning the
media according to the electoral pro-
gram of Bouteflika.

“After 20 years of having a diverse
media in Algeria, we are being asked to
change the law.”

In 1990, after President Benjedid
reaffirmed a commitment to free
expression, the Information Code, was
enacted ending the government’s
monopoly over the print media by per-
mitting the publication of private
newspapers and periodicals for the first
time since 1964. The Algerian media
witnessed a boom of hundreds of daily,
weekly and periodical newspapers,
however many have disappeared for
different political and financial rea-
sons.

Though many people point to
Algeria as a leader in journalism in the
region for the the past 19 years, change
is still in the hands of the political lead-
ers, who will ultimately make the deci-
sion of whether or not to drop Article
144-bis. 
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by Barry Eichengreen

FFuture history books,
depending on where they
are written, will take one
of two approaches to
assigning blame for the

world’s current financial and economic
crisis. 

One approach will blame lax
regulation, accommodating monetary
policy, and inadequate savings in the
United States. The other, already being
pushed by former and current US
officials like Alan Greenspan and Ben
Bernanke, will blame the immense
pool of liquidity generated by high-
savings countries in East Asia and the
Middle East. All that liquidity, they
will argue, had to go somewhere.  Its
logical destination was the country
with the deepest financial markets, the
US, where it raised asset prices to
unsustainable heights. 

Note the one thing on which
members of both camps agree: the
global savings imbalance – low
savings in the US and high savings in
China and other emerging markets –
played a key role in the crisis by
allowing Americans to live beyond
their means. It encouraged financiers
desperate to earn a return on abundant
funds to put them to more speculative
use. If there is a consensus on one
issue, it is the impossibility of
understanding the bubble and the crash
without considering the role of global
imbalances. 

Preventing future crises similar to
this one therefore requires resolving
the problem of global imbalances.
Here, the early signs are reassuring.
American households are saving again.
The US trade deficit has declined from
$60 billion a month to just $26 billion,
according to the most recent data. As a
matter of simple arithmetic, we know
that the rest of the world is running

correspondingly smaller surpluses. 
But once American households

rebuild their retirement accounts, they
may return to their profligate ways.
Indeed, the Obama administration and
the Federal Reserve are doing all they
can to pump up US spending. The only
reason the US trade deficit is falling is
that the country remains in a severe
recession, causing US imports and
exports to collapse in parallel. 

With recovery, both may recover to
previous levels, and the 6%-of-GDP
US external deficit will be back. In
fact, there has been no change in
relative prices or depreciation of the
US dollar of a magnitude that would
augur a permanent shift in trade and
spending patterns. 

Whether there is a permanent
reduction in global imbalances will
depend mainly on decisions taken
outside the US, specifically in
countries like China. One’s forecast of
those decisions hinges, in turn, on why

these other countries came to run such
large surpluses in the first place. 

One view is that their surpluses were
a corollary of the policies favoring
export-led growth that worked so well
for so long.  China’s leaders are
understandably reluctant to abandon a
tried-and-true model. They can’t
restructure their economy
instantaneously. They can’t move
workers from painting children’s toys
in Guangdong to building schools in
Western China overnight. They need
time to build a social safety net capable
of encouraging Chinese households to
reduce their precautionary saving. If
this view is correct, we can expect to
see global imbalances re-emerge once
the recession is over and to unwind
only slowly thereafter. 

The other view is that China
contributed to global imbalances not
through its merchandise exports, but
through its capital exports. What China
lacked was not demand for

consumption goods, but a supply of
high-quality financial assets. It found
these in the US, mainly in the form
Treasury and other government-backed
securities, in turn pushing other
investors into more speculative
investments. 

Recent events have not enhanced the
stature of the US as a supplier of high-
quality assets. And China, for its part,
will continue to develop its financial
markets and its capacity to generate
high-quality financial assets internally.
But doing so will take time.
Meanwhile, the US still has the most
liquid financial markets in the world.
This interpretation again implies the
re-emergence of global imbalances
once the recession ends, and their very
gradual unwinding thereafter. 

One development that could change
this forecast is if China comes to view
investing in US financial assets as a
money-losing proposition. US budget
deficits as far as the eye can see might

excite fear of losses on US Treasury
bonds. A de facto policy of inflating
away the debt might stoke such fears
further. At that point, China would pull
the plug, the dollar would crash, and
the Fed would be forced to raise
interest rates, plunging the US back
into recession. 

There are two hopes for avoiding
this disastrous outcome. One is relying
on Chinese goodwill to stabilize the
US and world economies. The other is
for the Obama administration and the
Fed to provide details about how they
will eliminate the budget deficit and
avoid inflation once the recession ends.
The second option is clearly preferable.
After all, it is always better to control
one’s own fate. 

Barry Eichengreen is Professor of
Economics at the University of
California, Berkeley.       
Copyright: Project Syndicate, 2009. 
www.project-syndicate.org

Will global imbalances return?

Taking the Silk Road to avoid recession

ALGERIA: Amend media law, end imprisonment of journalists
In response to President Bouteflika's call for improving media stan-
dards in the country, activists, politicians and government officials
are asking the government to abolish Article 144-bis - which allows
for journalists to be jailed - and impose fines instead.

Bouteflika's speech calling for a more open media, was met with groups demanding an end to the imprisonment law for journalists.
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NNesin, Aziz, was a
Turkish humorist,
satirist, journalist,
short-story writer, play-
wright, political analyst

and philanthropist. His real name is
Muhammad Nusret Nesin and he was
forced to use "Aziz Nesin" as a pen
name to protect himself against pur-
suits of the Turkish political security.
He was born on December 20, 1919 in
Heybeliada, an island close to Istanbul
in the Sea of Marmara. In 1925, he
registered in Istanbul Seventh Primary
School and continued his study to be
graduated in 1935 from the Military
College of Kuleli and entered the
Military Academy in the same year. In
1942, Nesin was assigned to the com-
mand of the logistic division in
Erzurum, city in eastern Turkey, capi-
tal of Erzurum Province. In 1944,
Nesin was demobilized from the army
for allegations of misusing his author-
ity and sentenced to three-month
imprisonment and accordingly he
returned to Istanbul and settled down
there. In 1945, Nesin started working
as a journalist and in a short time he
became the satiric writer of "Tan"
newspaper. Nesin published the semi-
nal weekly satirical newspaper in
1946 "Marko Pa_a" in which he sati-
rized life and exposed political oppres-
sion through satire. In 1947, Nesin
was forced to go to Bursa, city in
northwestern Turkey, and maintained
under police custody. During the
1950s, he tried many jobs like grocer,
salesman and accountant but he was a
failure at all of them. Concurrently,
Nesin wrote for different magazines
and newspapers under more than a
hundred pseudonyms to evade censor-
ship. As a result of his satiric writings,
Nesin had been imprisoned five and a
half years in 1949. Six months of
those were caused by King Farouk of
Egypt and the Iranian Shah who
claimed that Nesin insulted them in his
articles. 

In 1952, he opened a bookshop in
Istanbul in which he distributed news-
papers in Levent district. In the next
year he opened a photograph studio in
the district of Beyo_lu after he was not
able to provide for the needs of his
family with the bookshop anymore. In
1955, Nesin worked as a critic for the
"Yeni Gazete" (New Gazette) newspa-
per and also worked for the "Tanin"
newspaper in 1961. Among other
positions, he was the official president
of the association of the Turkish writ-
ers (1977) and the copresident of the
Follow-Up Committee for Democratic
Freedom in 1989.

Nesin authored more than 100
books in different literary aspects

including short stories, novels, plays
and also political and children's books.
His works have been translated into 23
languages and his plays have been
performed in seven countries. He
began writing stories during his mili-
tary services under his father's name,
Aziz Nesin. His stories narrate in
humorous language the strange habits

and beliefs in Turkish society, the
problems characterizing daily life in
bureaucratic societies and the acci-
dents and misfortunes in one's life.
Also, his writings exposed intoler-
ance, absurdity, cruelty, and stupidity
in all situations of human life and
among all types of people. In the late
1945 and published his first booklet
entitled "To Create a Party, To Lock
out a Party." 

In his short story collection entitled
"Sosyalizm Geliyor Savulun" (Out of
the Way! Socialism's Coming!, 1965)
Nesin turns his satirical wit on shifting
ideologies, bureaucracy and the ques-
tion of who's really insane: the ones
locked up or the ones outside. Among
his other short stories: "Geriye Kalan"
(The Thing Left Behind, 1948), "How
Can a Government be Overthrown"
(1961), "Büyük Grev" (General
Strike, 1978), "Hayvan Deyip Geçme"
(Don’t Insult the Animals, 1980) and
"Gülmece Öyküleri" (Humorous Short
Stories) which was published posthu-
mously in 2001.

Nesin's novel entitled "Tek Yol"
(The Only Way, 1978) tackles the fact
that some people believe swindle is
the only way for living. The novel also
explains that the society's defect exists
in the people's morals and dogmas.
Among his other novels are "Kadın
Olan Erkek" (The Man Who Became a
Woman, 1955) and "Surname"
(Surname, 1976). "The Dance of the
Eagle and the Fish" is Nesin's children
book which tells a love story between
of a powerful eagle and king of the
skies and a dancing fish and queen of
the seas. Among his other literary
books are "Toros Canavarı" (The
Monster of Toros, 1957), "Poliste" (At
the Police Station, 1967), "Turkish
Humor in the Period of the Republic"
(1973), "Aziz Dededen Masallar"
(Fairy-tales from Grandfather Aziz,
1978), "Aziz Nesin, the Nasreddin
Hoca of Our Age" (1984), "Soru_tur-
mada" (Under Questioning, 1986) and
"Don’t You Have Donkeys in Your
Country" (1995).

Among prestigious awards Nesin
received are the Golden Palm Tree of
Humor in Bordighera, Italy (1956),
the Golden Hedgehog of Humor,
Bulgaria (1966), the Golden
Crocodile of Humor, Moscow
(1969), the Golden Lotus Award
(1974) and the Golden Tolstoy
Medal Awarded by the Committee of
the Young Soviet in 1989. In 1972,
he founded "Nesin Vakfi" (The Nesin
Foundation) for orphans and trans-
ferred all of his copyrights and most
of his royalties to it. The foundation
provides education and shelter for
four poor children each year until
they complete high school or acquire
a profession.

Aziz Nesin died on July 6, 1995
due to a heart attack after a book
signing event in Çe_me, _zmir. His
body was buried in an unknown

location in his foundation's land
according to his will. Nesin apparent-
ly contributed to the enlightenment,
the modernization and the democrati-
zation of the Turkish society. He said
once in an interview: "As long as there
are still poverty and class struggle, I
will keep my satirical and humorous
writings."

Aziz Nesin
A black-comedy defiant 

Turkish satirist

By: Salma Ismail

"H"Hello, hello can
you hear me?"
The cell phone
was placed on
the microphone

so that the audience could hear the tele-
phone call from Nasr Hospital in Gaza,
Palestine. Speaking was Dr. Midhat
Abbas, head of the International
Cooperation Department at the
Palestinian National Authority's
Ministry of Health: "We are extremely
grateful for the much-needed assistance
that was made possible by the generous
donations from Yemen." 

Addressing the audience at Takaful's
annual charity dinner, he expressed his
gratitude the Yemenis and expatriates in
Yemen that made it all possible. Among
the attendees were Dr. Azza Ghanim,
wife of Yemeni Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Sheikha Taghiya Al-Ahmar,
chairman on the board of Takaful, and a
number of spouses to heads of foreign
missions in Sana'a. The event celebrated
the success of Takaful's first endeavor to
assist the children of Gaza and their
crippled healthcare system and the
launch of the second. 

Drawing smiles on children's faces
In August 2008, Takaful, the Yemeni
Association for the Care of the
Palestinian Child, launched a fundrais-
ing drive to assist children in Gaza by
providing much needed medical equip-
ment to pediatric hospitals in Gaza.
Donations amounting to almost USD
90,000 were collected for that project,
which was successfully completed and
executed through the Palestinian
Ministry of Health. 

Following that success, Takaful was
encouraged to launch its second more
ambitious project, which aims to equip
the intensive care unit and triage center
at Nasser Center in Gaza with medical
supplies and equipment at a total cost of
USD 180,000.

Following Takaful's fundraising drive
and the Palestinian women's dedication,
the pediatric unit at the Nasr Hospital
was equipped two months ago with
everything from emergency trolleys and
pediatric patient beds to ECG machines
and monitors.

The children in Gaza are currently
deprived not only of basic human rights
but also fundamental child's rights, to
which the signatories of the Convention
of the Right of the Child are duty bound.
These include the right of children to be
protected from all forms of physical or
mental violence and injury, and the right
to education, development and access to
healthcare services. 

Children bear the brunt of war
The population of Gaza is about 1.5 mil-
lion, of which 56 per cent - approxi-
mately 793,520 - are children, according
to the Palestinian Central Bureau of
Statistics. 

With bullets in their brain and shrap-
nel in their spines, many of the children
of Gaza paid with their lives the price of
war with Israel. Israel's recent 23-day
offensive in the Gaza Strip killed 1,417

people, including 926 civilians, 255
police officers and 236 fighters, accord-
ing to the Palestinian Centre for Human
Rights, a Palestinian rights group earlier
the month. Over 300 children were
killed, according the report.

Fighting has also taken a particularly
heavy toll on children's psychological
wellbeing. A recent United Nations
study reaffirmed that mental health,
including anxiety and stress, is the main
health concern in Gaza. 

A number of non-governmental
organizations and local agencies work-
ing in Gaza Strip are aiming to rebuild
the ruins that followed Israel's offensive
in Gaza. UNICEF is stepping up psy-
cho-social support to children and
young people, providing mine-risk edu-
cation in schools and communities, sup-
porting remedial education, and organiz-
ing vaccination campaigns following the
conflict. 

To improve maternal, newborn and
child health, UNICEF is also focusing
on improving the skills of health care
providers and caregivers - particularly in
relation to managing severe malnutri-
tion, breastfeeding and early detection
of childhood illnesses.

In the last two years, unemployment
in Gaza reached 65 per cent and poverty
exceeded 80 per cent, according to the
Gaza Social Affairs Ministry.
Palestinian officials said they expect
unemployment to rise in the next couple
of months if job opportunities were not
created

The increasing poverty led to a grow-
ing number of Palestinian children who
roam the streets of Gaza looking for
small ways to help support their fami-
lies. Already more than 85 per cent of
Gazan families depend on aid from
United Nations Work and Relief Agency
(UNRWA).

Healing wounds

In the absence of foreign reporters, it
was left to local journalists and human
rights workers to risk their lives so that
they could communicate the tragedies of
their own people to the outside world
during the 23-day war that ended with
two separate unilateral ceasefires by
Israel and Hamas, the democratically
elected government which has ruled the
Gaza Strip since June 2007.

Israel's most recent offensive which
started on December 27, 2008 and last-
ed until January 18, 2009 destroyed
nearly 4,000 homes and damaged
40,000 buildings and now in Gaza, hav-
ing windows is a rare commodity.
Bombs falling near-by and low-flying
missiles have blown out the glass in
most of them.

During that time, Yemen tried to help
ease the suffering of the victims in Gaza
and provide them with moral support. In
Yemen, the Ministry of
Telecommunications and Information
declared that all calls from Yemen to
Palestinian territories would be free of
tariff or any charge. This was in support
of, "Palestinian brothers subjected to the
Israeli offensive in Gaza." 

During the offensive, Israel bombed
UN buildings, including UN-run
schools that were being used as shelters,

and several warehouses storing aid sup-
plies. Even the UNRWA headquarters
was not spared.

An UNRWA report on the health of
Palestinian refugees says the most
recent conflict, with its burden of human
suffering and loss of lives, has only
worsened the chronic difficulty of assist-
ing people in the Gaza. Improving the
health of Palestinian refugees will
require more than the mitigation of the
effects of the latest war.

UNRWA Director of the Health
Program, Dr. Guido Sabatinelli, said that
the agency's is expected to suffer a one
quarter deficit which will affect its pro-
grams for Palestinian refugees.

Israel creates a welfare society
Israeli blockades in Gaza have created a
welfare society, the top United Nations
humanitarian official in the occupied
Palestinian territory Maxwell Gaylard
said on this May 28. 

Many years ago, Gaza was once a
"thriving, entrepreneurial" society, he
said. "Now, it's close to a welfare socie-
ty." Nearly 80 percent of the 1.5 million
Palestinians living in Gaza are forced to
rely on assistance in some capacity,
most of it from the UNRWA, said
Gaylard. 

"No significant economic progress
will be made until the blockade is lift-

ed," he said. "The imposition is a collec-
tive punishment of 1.5 million people."

Isolation hampers reconstruction 
According to a report released this May
27 by UNRWA, the Israeli blockade on
the Gaza Strip, which began in late
2000, is the root cause of unprecedented
poverty in Gaza. Reconstruction of the
territory cannot begin because the
blockade prevents the import of neces-
sary building materials.  

"No cement is allowed in yet, no steel
rods, no building material, nothing that
you really need to build a house," said
Gaylard, who is also deputy special
coordinator for the Middle East Peace
Process. 

The UN has received some USD 100
million in funding from member states
for reconstruction projects, which are
ready to begin "as soon as restrictions
are lifted on the passage of the appropri-
ate materials into Gaza," said Gaylard. 

Both the US and the UN have urged
Israel to lift the blockade and ease
restrictions on movement but so far,
Israel has refused.

The Israeli blockade was established
to protect the 400,000 Israelis living in
roughly 149 settlements, he added, say-

ing all the United Nations could do was
wait until restrictions were eased.     

"The root cause of the crisis remains
the system of mobility restrictions in the
West Bank, the almost total siege of
Gaza, and the isolation of the two terri-
tories from each other and the outside
world by the Government of Israel," the
report says. 

UNRWA assistance rose to USD
118.9 million in 2007, an increase of
16.4 percent relative to 2006. Total esti-
mated recipients were 1.24 million
refugees, an increase of about 6.7 per-
cent over 2006. The West Bank's share
of total assistance received climbed to
39 percent, while Gaza's share of assis-
tance declined to 61 percent. 

Despite this, the report notes that
"increasing levels of assistance have
been insufficient to stem the growth of
poverty among refugees," adding that
"socio-economic conditions have con-
tinued to deteriorate." 

Calls to boycott
Sukaina Fakhr El-Din, lecturer at Sana'a
University, delivered a speech where she
called for boycotting Israel and products
that donate to Israel during the event. 

She also provided alternatives for
consumers to choose from. "Let u not
forget what Israel did in Gaza," she said
under the backdrop of images of chil-
dren on fire. 

Dr. Azza Ghanim added, "The Arab
and Islamic world is going through a dif-
ficult time. We are witnessing much
aggression at the hands of the enemies
of our religion." 

She also backed up calls to boycott
products from Israel and its affiliates
and called for promoting a culture of
peace.

Yemen helps heal Gaza war wounds

Helping Takaful help Gaza's chil-
dren
To donate or provide support for
Takaful's second endeavor to assist
children in the impoverished Gaza
Strip please contact to association
on: 
Email: takaful2008@yahoo.com
Tel: +967-1257569 
Alternately you can make your
donations through Saba Islamic
Bank Acc no. 153388

UNRWA: 60 years of caring
The United Nations Relief and
Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees in the Near East
(UNRWA) is a relief and human
development agency, providing edu-
cation, healthcare, social services
and emergency aid to nearly 5 mil-
lion refugees, almost two million of
them live in Gaza and the West
Bank.  The others are spread over
Lebanon, Syria and Jordan. 
UNRWA is by far the largest UN
operation in the Middle East, with
over 29,000 staff, almost all of them
refugees themselves, working
directly to benefit their communities
- as teachers, doctors, nurses or
social workers.

Takaful Foundation
The Yemeni foundation for the care
and sponsorship of the Yemeni
child was established in 2008. It
aims to secure the humanitarian
needs of Palestinian children and
to enhance their lives. It does this
through a series of symposiums,
workshops, bazaars and lectures
that highlight the plight of the
Palestinian child while establish-
ing a bridge of fraternity between
Palestinian and Yemeni children. It
assists both Palestinian children in
Yemen and in Palestine.

Takaful's fund-raising drive targeted generous Yemenis and all proceeds
went towards equipping the pediatric unit at the Nasr Hospital.

A young girl stands amidst the ruins of her former school attempting to sal-
vage what she can. Increasing poverty led to a growing number of
Palestinian children who roam the streets of Gaza looking for small ways to
help support their families.

Up to 200 UN schools were damaged during the conflict, including some of
those being used to house tens of thousands of Palestinians displaced from
their homes.



A stay at home mom
with credible references
wishes to baby sit and pro-
vide special day care for
infants or toddlers in her
home located near
Mujahid street in Sana’a.
For enquires call
733884245.

Athiobian made and

baby sitter with valid resi-
dent visa
Contact: 733416400

Female, Bachelor
degree in faculty of Arts,
department of English,
good in computer and typ-
ing, have no experience,
seeking for a job in a com-
pany or a bank
Contact: 733925683

Mohammed Ali, bach-
elor degree in faculty of
art department of English
and translation. 3 years of
experience in translation,
commercial, computer and
internet easily, seeking for
a job in any company
Contact: 777 492 329

For Mathematics,
Physics and Biology Tutor

contact -734588664 
Secretary and recep-

tionist, female, Yemen,
excellent English, 3 years
work experience, excellent
computer skills, knowl-
edge in HR, bachelor in
English.
Contact:alhomalaa@yeme
n.net.ye

Talal, Bachelor degree

in Arts, Ibb university,
very good in microsoft
office, experience in
teaching & translation,
seeking a job in any field.
Contact: 700965066

Fahd Al-Saqqaf, B.A
in English language,
diploma of P.C From
India, experience in
admin-works(correspon-
dence-tenders-sales - fil-
ing...) as a commercial
employee, seeking for a
job in a company
Contact: 711182322 or
770574 531

Experienced Filipino
male physio-therapist
(reflex or massage) avail-
able from 4 o’clock in the
afternoon for home serv-
ice. Guaranteed one hour
and thirty minutes service
with reasonable rate.
Contact: 711701322

Mohammed Alharazi,
Bs degree, secretarial,
marketing and trade corre-
spondences experiences,
fluent in English (spoken
& written), computer and
typing skills.
Contact: 770 643 092

Indian national with
MBA & over 8 years of
experience in Yemen in
the field of Business
development, operation
and HR management
among others looking for
suitable opening. Please
write to:
indiaexpat2009@gmail.co
m / Tel :
770521552/733523970

13 years of experience,
inside and outside Yemen
in business management,
foreign and Public rela-
tions, commercial corre-
spondence, translation,
Internet marketing, high
skills   in search engine
fields and Microsoft
Office, Speaking and writ-
ing English fluently. I
would like to join a team
work at any reputable pri-
vate company or in Oil
sector. 
Contact 733 783 773, e-
mail: heho30@yahoo.com

Professional licensed
and experienced Filipino
male teacher to teach
English and Mathematics
in school or as private
tutor in the homes
Contact: 711706845
240165

Bs degree in account-
ing, diploma  in computer,
courses in English lan-
guage, business correspon-
dence, reports writing,
customers’ service and fol-
low up, accounting yemen
soft system & Al-moheet
system, three years and
half experience as
accountant, driving
license, looking for any
job
Contact: 733 037 044

A suzuki Vitara, origi-

nal driving whel, not con-
verted, In a very good
condition.
Price: $ 6500 USD
(Negotiable)
Contact: 733240818

For lease, A modern
office equipped with the
state of the art decoration
ready for lease. Location:
Algeria street in front of
Sana’a trading center.
Contact: 733884310

Real Estate 
& Furniture

Vehicle
Job Seekers

Required
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Send your Free Ads by Fax: 268276 or by P.O.Box: 2579 Sana'a 

8 June May8 June May, 2009, 2009

Coupon for Free Classified Ads. (All Personal Ads - All Free of Cost)

For Sale  Required  Available For Lease  For Hire/Rent    Job Require
Situation Vacant   Others

Details: 

Contact Address:

Please cut this coupon and send it to Yemen Times fax: 
268276 or P.O. Box 2579 - Sana’a 
For more info. contact:  268661/2/3

Trans Global Logistics
& Services Ltd.

We bring your World Closer
•  Air/Sea/Land forwarding.
•  Packing/Land Transportation.
•  International door to door services.
•  Warehousing /Logistical planning.
•  Customs clearance/Local  

Visa/Documentation handling.
•  Real Estate Services.
•  Ticking Reservations & General  

Tourism Services.
•  Courier Services.

Tel:-967-1-444226/440460
Fax:-967-1-445696
P.O.Box 16884, Sana'a Rep.of
Yemen
Email:transglobal@yemen.net.ye
Email:transglobal2@yemen.net.ye
Website:
www.transglobalyemen.com

Cargo

Electricity problems 177, Emergency Police 199,
Fire Brigade 191,Water Problems 171,  Telephone
enquires 118, Accident (Traffic) 194, Foreign
Affairs,  202544/7, Interior Affairs 252701/7,
Immigration 250761/3, Inter-City Bus Co. 262111/3,
Ministry of Communication 325110/1/2/3, Radio
Station  282061, Tourism 254032, TV Station
332001/2,  Red Crescent   203131/3,  Tel-Yemen
7522202, Y.net 7522227

Continental Airline 278668/283082 
Egypt Air               273452/275061
Gulf Air 440922
Qatar Air ways Fax: 506038, Tel.506030/5

Yemen Gulf Bank Tel.967-1-260823 Fax:260824
02 - 270347 fax 02 - 237824

Shamil Bank of Yemen & Bahrain
Tel. 264775 ,264702. Fax. 264703,503350

Yemeni Banks:
Central Bank 274314/1
Yemen Commercial  Bank         Tel:  01 277224        

Fax: 277291 
International Bank of Yemen     Tel: 01 407030
Arab Bank                                Tel: 01 276585/2
CAC Bank                               Tel: 01 563813

Hertz Rent a Car Sana’a: 01-440309
Aden: 02-245625 

Budget    Tel: 01 309618 / 506372   Fax: 01240958
Europe Car              Tel: 01 270751  Fax: 01
270804

FORD/HYUNDAI     267791
MERCEDES-BENZ  01 - 330080
NISSAN Hodeidah: 200150/49, Sana’a: 400269 
OPEL / GM 203075
SUZUKI 02 - 346000
TOYOTA 445362/3

Computer Education     Aden: 02-237199
Infinit Education               Tel:444553
NIIT Quality_ 
Computer Education  Tel. 445518/7-442073
British Institute for languages & Computer 

Tel: 266222-Fax: 514755

Sana’a: 440170, Aden: 248177

Hodeidah:234982,   Ibb:411988
Mukalla 302641,Seuyn: 402469

M&M Logistics & Aviation Services
Tel: 01 531221/531231
Al-Nasim Cargo Forwarders   407905
World Link  Tel: 01 444550/441935

Modern German Hospital      Tel. 600000/602008
E-mail:felixpene@hotmail.com     Fax. 601889

Al-Jumhury Hospital       Tel: 01 274286/87
Hadda Hospital               Tel: 01 412981  
Al-Thawra Hospital         Tel: 01 246967/66

Versailles Hotel   Tel: 01 425970/1/2
Sheraton Hotel    Tel:  01 237500
Movenpick Hotel  Tel: 01 546666  Fax: 01 546000
Sheba Hotel  Tel: 01 272372
Relax-Inn Hotel   Tel: 01 449871

Al-Watania Insurance  (Y.S.C.)
Sana’a 272713/874      Aden: 243490-242476
Taiz 250029                Hodeidah   219941/4/6

Marib Insurance Sana’a: 206129/8/13
Aden: 255668                       
Taiz:240927/34
Hodeidah: 219545/8

Yemen Islamic Insurance Co. Sana’a 284193, 

5 lines,        Taiz: 258881,    Aden: 244280
Yemen Insurance company Sana’a: 272806/
272962/43,      Aden: 247617 Taiz: 250345
Mukalla: 304292,             Hodeidah: 261839/17

Al-shaibani restaurants super deluxe
Tel: 266375 - 505290 Fax:267619

Rainbow Pre-School 414-026/424-433
Sana’a International School  Tel: 01 370191/2 

Fax  370193
International Turkish Schools  Sana'a       448258/9

Taiz       205593
Al-Majd Yemen School Tel: 206159

AL-JANDUL Supermarket.  Tel: 01-422610

Urwa Wautqa Int. Auth. Trans. Arabic-English-
French -German-Russian-Italian- Spanish-Polish-
Dutch- Iranian-Turkish-Eriterea-Amharic.

Tel: 01-240515

Falcon Holidays      Tel: 444118 
Al-Nasim Travel      Tel: 270750
Universal Business Travel Center   Tel: 441158/9/60

American World University, Rep. by IS academy
Tel. 01 - 535700 - 733061203 Fax: 535702
University of Applied and Social Science

Sana’a: 412442 Fax: 412441
Aden: 234533 / 234960

Queen Arwa University        Tel:  449971/2
Sana’a University                 Tel:  250553/4/5
Alandalus University Tel:675567, Fax:675885

UNIVERSITIES
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To particepate 
contact: 268661 - Fax: 268276

Modern Link Int�1
Tel : 967- 1 -218335
Fax :- 967- 1 - 472919
mli.ye@yahoo.com
mli.ye@hotmail.com

Cargo

M&M Logistics &
Aviation Services. 

International Freight Forwarding
(Air/Sea/Land)
International Packing Standard
Warehousing (The biggest in
Sana’a)
International Worldwide Door to
Door Services.
Customs Clearance
(Airports/Ports/Border)
Arranging of Exemptions.
Over flying & Technical stops for
aircrafts at all Yemen Airports.
Tel :        01-531221/531231
Fax:       01-531130
Hot line: 733030062   (24 Hours)
Address: 36 Amman St, Sana’a –
Republic Of Yemen.
P.O. Box 15053, Sana’a – Republic Of
Yemen.
E-Mail:    m&mgenservices@y.net.ye
Website:   www.mmlogisticsyemen.com

Cargo
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≠UØf:- 919274 - 1- 769

Real Estate
Mawr Office

For General and real Estate
Service Contracting 

Furnished and non-Furnished
houses and villas
Selling and buying all kinds of
properties 

Tel: +967 1 449383 P.O Box: 169 18
Mobile: 777 448 909

INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT FORWARDER

WEEKLY LCL SERVICES FROM INDIA/CHINA/ EUROPE /JEBEL ALI TO HODEIDAH
AND ADEN PORTS ON VERY COMPETITIVE RATES.
OUR SERVICES: AIR/SEA FREIGHT IMPORT/EXPORT , CUSTOMS CLEARANCE,
LAND TRANSPORTATION, INTERNATIONAL DOOR TO DOOR SERVICES, PACKING
& WAREHOUSING, PROJECT CARGO HANDLING, DOCUMENTATION, PROCESS-
ING OF EXEMPTION/EXCLUSIVE IMPORT PERMITS, HANDLING OF CHARTER AIR-
CRAFT. DAILY TRUCKING SERVICES TO BALHAF

Tel:00967-1-450238/239 Fax: 00967-1-440639  
Aden: 00967-2-221994 Fax: 00967-2-221995
EMAIL: SALES@FSTARLOGISTICS.COM /INFO@FSTARLOGISTICS.COM
WEBSITE: WWW.FSTARLOGISTICS.COM

FIVE STAR LOGISTICS CO LTD

Montessori House
Summer course

• Montessori house will open for summer courses for June & July and
the 1st course will start on the 15th of June.

• We offer our program for children ages 2-6 and 7-12 years old.
• Our curriculum includes Drama, Music, Sports, Arts, Field trips,

organized outdoor games, Library, and swimming.
For further information, please call:
01 827225 / 01670134 or 733230010
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MMy biggest regret was staying only 18
days in Yemen. I should have
extended my stay to at least two
months to explore this super coun-
try, which is misunderstood by the

world’s citizens. 
I initially planned to stay in Yemen for only 10

days. But I was impressed by everything from
the genuine, kind-hearted Yemenis to the spec-
tacular tourist attractions, so I phoned the airline
company (Jazeera Airways) and extended my
stay to 18 days. 

Altogether, I spent five days in Sana'a and 12
days in Aden. I wanted to explore all of Yemen in
those 18 days, but I was trapped for 12 days in

Aden by its natural beauty, wonderful sea, spec-
tacular mountains and by the Yemeni friends
whom I met on my first day in Aden. The beach-
es in and near Aden are the most beautiful I've
ever seen in life!

Forget the "terrorist" thing- Yemen is a safe
country to visit. I arrived in Yemen four days after
the bombing that killed 16 people in front of the
US Embassy in Sana'a. Just take some precau-
tions. As tourist, avoid places like embassies and
army camps and you’ll be secure. The country
has extremely low murder and theft rates. I went
to several crowded beaches in Aden, and being
familiar with Yemen's low crime rate, I simply left
my bag (with cash and passport inside) in the

middle of crowds, unattended (while keeping my
eyes on it, for sure!)

My Yemeni friend, Mr. Saleem met me at
Sana'a Airport. We met via YouTube. He guided
me through Sana'a, and we visited important
landmarks like Old Sana'a, Dar Al Hajar and Bani
Matar. Most importantly, he showed me the daily
life of the Yemeni people and brought me to visit
Yemeni homes, including his own relatives. We
ate Yemeni food almost every day, traveled
around town by shared minibuses (the No.1
means of transport among Yemenis), chewed
qat with Yemeni guys every night, spoke some
Arabic words, and much more.

In Sana'a (northern Yemen) the food is akin to
what I had in Egypt. Most people eat bread, and
the taste is rather bland. In Aden and on the
southern coast of Yemen it is the different story.
It feels like Oman, where most people eat rice
everyday and the seafood and spices are ubiqui-
tous. The taste is much better than the strange
menus in the north.

In Aden, I got into a taxi and within a couple of
minutes, Mr. Raof, the driver, and I became close
friends. Mr Raof who is three years my senior,
guided me during my 12-day stay in Aden. I cel-
ebrated Eid with his friends and relatives, we
chewed qat together almost every night, and I
spent a lot of time chatting, playing games and
watching TV with everybody in his home and
neighborhood. I plan to visit Yemen again in 4
months!
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Yemen’s first and most widely-read
English-language newspaper

Sana’a 441575/571 - Fax : 441579 - E-mail: zubayen1@y.net.ye  ,   Aden Branch: 02/205060  - Fax:  02/205063
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Sole agent in Yemen

áYÉ``æ°üdGh IQÉ``éà∏d qÚ nH oR ácô``°T
Zubayen Trading & Industry Company

CONSOLIDATED CONTRACTORS
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY - SAL

C O N S T R U C T I O N  O F  M E C H A N I C A L
A N D  H E AV Y  C I V I L  P R O J E C T S

Petrochemical plants, refineries.
Heavy, light industrial plants.
Power and desalination plants.
Fuel and water storage tanks.
Oil fields ancillary installations.
Air purification for industry
Marine docks, harbours, deep sea
berths & refinery terminals.

Offshore structures and underwater works.
Pipelines construction and maintenance.
Prefabricated accommodation & office facilities.
Sewage treatment plants & collection networks.
Airports, roads, highways, bridges & fly-overs.
High quality buildings & sports complexes.
Water treatment plants, reservoirs & distribution
systems.

Sanaa
Tel: (967-1) 441638
Fax: (967-1) 441630
E-Mail: ccc@cccyemen.com

Aden
Tel: (967-2) 377328
Fax: (967-2) 377716
E-Mail: cccaden@y.net.ye

Europe Hotels
Asia Hotels

America Hotels

Africa Hotels

Worldwide Hotels between your hands
contact Us : +967 1 482506

Fax: +967 1 275134 Mobile: +967 771857511 
E-mail: touring@utcyemen.com
http://www.utcyemen.com

The most exciting trip ever
Fawwaz Roslan is 24 years old engineer from Malaysia. He decided to visit
Yemen through an invitation from a Yemeni friend via YouTube. He arrived at
the Sana’a airport in September 2008 armed with a desire to know this coun-
try, and have fun. After returning to his home, he documented his experience
in his weblog. “First of all, let me put it in one sentence: Yemen is the most
exciting, the most spectacular, and the most welcoming country I’ve been to
in all of my travels!” Here is what else he wrote:


